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Extension Forester
By G. H. Collingwood

United States Department of Agriculture
For over twenty years foresters have been talking about
a timber shortage,-I the evils of destructive lumbering and
of fire. Many bulletins have been published and some have
Proved interesting and intelligible to the common man. we
have lectured and given personal service. To a limited extent laws have been passed which were intended to encourage people to carry out the principles of forestry. These
efforts have been.aided by the increasing cost of lumber,
until today there ls a widesprlead interest in our forest resources. The public is beginning to realize that if we are
cutting our timber four times as fast as it is being growrl.
wte must be rapidly approaching the jumping-off place. But

this idea has not stirred to action the owners of many acres
of timberland. As yet, mighty little forestry is being practiced. How are we as foresters going to cause forestry to
be practiced on American forest lands?
As if in answer to this query, the Extension Directors
of sever-al Of the States have asked for plans for the practice of forestry in the farm woodlands of their stlates, which
farmers can carry out under the direction of a few trained
foresters.
These extension directors represent both the united
States Department of Agriculture and the state agricultural
coll,ege in the con¢uct of the work. They are each in charge
of a State extension organization, whose object is to teach
and demonstrate established facts and practices of agricullure and home economics so that they will be accepted and
adopted by a considerable part of the agricultural population.

The Smith-Lever Act, passed May 8, 1914, provided
Federal money, which except for $10,000 to each State, must
be matched dollar for dollar from State funds. These funds
were provided for the giving of instruction and practical
demonstrations in agriculture and home economics to the
members of the family back on the farm and in the home.
This stimulated the organization of an extension service in
each one of the States, which completes an educational
tripod upon which rests the work of every agricultural college.in the land,-viz., resident I;eaching, research, and extension teaching. One of the results of I,he extension work
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is that theo college of agriculture is better able to establish_

an intimate contact with the problems of the farmer and
his wife back in the country.
Extension teaching aims tO COver all the problems of

the farm and of the farm home. To guide it, and take the
brunt of the work of organizing the subject matter material,
there are extension specialists. There are specialists in a
wide range of subjects, from horticulture to home nutrition,
but ,each one is confined very largely to his or her own SPecialty. They are in a sense Peripatetic professors, for they

must travel a great deal. By its very nature, much Of their
work is away from headquarters. They are devleloping
methods of teaching quite different from those generally in
use in the classroom or laboratory. The aim is to bring
the subject forcefully before the public, and in a manner
easily grasped. To do this they are employing lectures,
many timles with lantem slides or motion pictures, bulletins,
press notices, posters and exhibits. The teaching deals
with rather easily grasped elements and each Phase Of their
subject is often spoken of as a project. The specialist works
out a plan by which the results of s\cientific inquiry can be
applied to the farmer's problem. With the help of the
county Agricultural Agent, a particular piece Of WOrk develops and blossoms forth into a demonstration. The suecess of a demonstration depends upon the extent to which
the recommended practice is adopted by farmers.
The most vital part of the extension System iS the Corps
of county agricultural agents, home demonstration agents,
and junior project leaders. Nearly every agricultural county
in the land has at least one Of these agents, While many
have two or three. A port,ion of their salaries and expenses
are paid from state and Federal funds, but the fact that
fully half of the cost comes from local sources IS SigrlifiCant

of the confidence which the farmers have in thlem These
men and women are on the firing line Upon them rests the
responsibility of representing the college. Their job is to
develop local leadership, which can apply SCientifiC Prim-

ciples to the solution of local problerns.

Their duties are
many, but by no means overpowering. Very naturaly their
time is largely taken up with those Phases Of agriculture
which bear comparatively quick retums. But their program
is laid out for years to come. If they can be shorn that
forestry is important to the development of diversified agrlcluture in their county, they Will find time for it.
The farm WOOdlands and the idle lands on farms in the
united states comprise over 160 million acres. They present problems which lnust be solved if we are to have a Pros-
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perous agriculture and thereby a prosp,erous country. The
Extension Directors have challenged us, as foresters, `for
solutions sufficiently simple to be capable of application by
the farmers. If we do not meet this challenge we will show
ourselves lacking in ability to think down to fundamental
details in the subject of our profession, and unable to make
use of an organization provided for carrying information
and help to the land owners. Are we going to fail on a problem which has been met and is being solved by men and
women in other phases of agriculture and home economics ?
Our job as foresters is to help bring to pass a condition
in which the timber needs of our people can be met by growing continuous crops of timber.-And when we consider the
start that this coulltry has taken in the Wrong direction, We
must admit our job is a big one. To accomplish it we must
use every agency at our command.
The lextension organization is one of the most important of these agencies now available. Through`its efforts an
increasing number of woodland owners, and owners of idle
land may be encouraged to adopt forest practices which will
result in greater produ,ctivity on the part of theii lands, and
greater prosperity for themselves. The principleslot education which are being worked out for other subjects can be
made to apply equally well to forestry. If our farming people are to become woods minded, forestry must be reduced to
those el,ements which can be grasped and applied by the
woodland ownler. To accomplish this the work must be developed and led by foresters who are capable of adjusting
their technical information to the problem of the small land
owner, to make it intelligible and convincing, and then to see
that it is actualy carried out. These men mlust be interested in folks as well as in trees. They must be capable of
the elements of forestry in So vital and stimulater< that people will be impelled to carry out their
®ndations.

In addition to your own state of Iowa, forestry is now
a part of the agricultural extension program in Geo¥giin<,
Maine, Maryland, Michigan, New York, North Car'olina,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina and West Virginia. In each
of these states the work is led by an extension specialist in
forestry, who is a graduate of a forest school. With the aid
of the County Agricultural Agent he carries his forestry information to the farmer on the land.
The fact that very little extension work in forestry was
done or contemplated _until recently is not surprising. A
program of education ifi agriculture and home economics for
these United States is truly tremendous, and extension work
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on its present scale has been scarcely more than ten years
in operation. Anothter ten years may bring into prominence
other subjects which today are barely recognized.
The agricultural extension service recogrliZeS that forestry is part and parcel of an adequate policy of land utilization. By including forestry in the extension program the
same attention will be available to the farmler's woodlands
as is now being given to his livestock, his field and orchard
crops, and to his home.
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Planting on the Michigan National
Forest
E. L. Vinton

"What is that green and white sign on ahead?" asked Mrs.
Tourist, as the flivver rounded a sharp corner.
" tMichigan National Forest', " read her husband, as the
letters became visible. "This must be what that East Tawas
sign referred to."
"Oh, yes; East Tawas-Gateway to Michigan's Playground," she quoted. "I surely hope that we see a Forest
Ranger; IJve heard so much about them."
"Well, at least the roads have been dragged here," commented Mr. Tourist. "And see how much better the treels
have belen trimmed along the roadside."
"Oh, what are those tiny trees?J' cried his wife. "Somebody must have planted them. See how regularly they are
spaced.J)

And true enough, here on all sides extended acres and
acres of land dotted with little green trees. Every year's
plantation had a sigrl board On its margin, giving the species,
date planted, and official plot number.
Mr. Tourist brings his car to a stop and takes in the
vitew with some interest and some perplexity.
"Those look as though they had been planted like a lot
of tomato plants, yet it seems as though planting by hand
would be pretty expensive. They all s,eem to have grown,
though. See how thrifty they are. Don't seem to have
missed a tree on that whole hillside. I would surely-hold
on, what is that bunch of men down there?"
In quest of somebody to give his curiosity and growing
interest a little satisfaction, he singled out the boss of the
Cr(eW.

While her husband was going over to the boss, Mrs. Tourist watched the crew of twelve men start back on their
course, each in his respective furrow, handling his own plap`ting tool, and planting his own trees. An unusual sight incleed. Each man drives his spud into the ground, bends
over, catches a trlee from his basket, a flip of the roots, allother movement of the spud, and a tree is planted.
"H,owdy," greets the tourist. "My name is General Public.,,

"For,est Service is mine," rejoins the crew boss.
"I don't want to detain you, but I am filled with curiosity
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and interest. How come all this?" asked Mr. Tourist, sweep-

ing his arm toward the many plantations.

"Well, I've a few minutes to wait here, so if you care tQ

hav,e the whole story-"

ttsure thing. I have I,ead some of your literature ancI,
after seeing this, I would certainly like to hear the real

dope.,,

ttln the fall of 1909," stated the Forester, as he pushecl
back his hat and crouched on his heel, "a planting program
was first introduced here. The first year's experience was
crude, slow, and mostly experimental. We tried planting
Norway, Austrian, and white pines. We used 2-1 nursery
stock, that is, stock grown two years in the nursery and
grown in transplant beds for one year. The mattock was
u_sed at that time to make the holes instead of the tools
which you see these men using. The work was hard and
slow.

The aveI~age man COuld Plant but 500 trees a day.

The trees did not come through the first winter very good.
About 60 per cent survived, though, which was encouragingat that time. The second year we tried planting Scotch pir`le
in addition to the other pines. We also tried the use of the
spade to make the holes. It was about as slow as the mattook, but was a little easier. Our average per man that yealwas between 500 and 600 trees per day.'J
"You speak as though that was a small number of trees.
It seems to me that a man would have to keep busy to plant
that many."
"yes," countered the Forester, "it was a big daj7Js work,
considering the conditions under which the men worked.
However, the number of trees per day was very low in comparison with the present rate. A big step was taken about
that time, when we conceived the idea of combining the
weight of the mattock and the shape of the spade. The r~esult was a 'planting bar7 or tspud'. It had the general outline and applearance of a canoe paddle. It weighed about 18
pounds and was so heavy that we had difficulty in finding
men to use it. We usled this tool for several years, decreas-

ing its weight from year to year. The Scotch and Austrian
pines were dropped. The Norway pine is used almost exclu-

siv-ely on this sand-plain country. The white pine is st`ill
used on limited areas where conditions are more favorable."
"What were your reasons for dropping the Austrian and

Scotch pines? From the growth that Scotch plantation
there has made," said Mr. Tourist, pointing to a 1910 plantation, "I would be quite favorably iinpressed.'J
"That is a very common error.I You see the grolwhh of
the first few years in both Austrian and Scotch pine is rapid,
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but later it is less thrifty and as a final product it is of less
value than Norway pine.
t'Then, with these few years' experience behind us," continued the Forester, "we had a basis upon which to draw
conclusions and make a few definite aims. An outstanding
phasle was that the trees in bare and unprotected spaces wet-e
severely tested the first winter and losses were pronounced
in such areas. An experiment was made that year with
planting a plowed furrow. The result was that the winterJs
accumulation of snow and leaves protected the young plant,s
and the percentage of survival was high. Further study
was made of a furrowing system. The prospects of the
furrowing system seemed to be bright and accelerated progress in many ways. In the fall of 1916 the first furrow
planting was done. At the first of the season it was evident
that a lighter spud would be more efficient as there was no
need of weig'ht to drive the tool down in the clear sand of
the furrow bottom. These furrows were just deep enough
to cut through the sod and were spaced two per rod, as you
see them thel~e. Although the furrowing cost was about 50
cents per acre, it was offset by increasing the planter's speed
and by regularity of spacing. The trees were set two paces
apart in the furrow, which is approximately_ 750 trees petacre. This is still the standard spacing.
ftThrough a gel-ies of changes the 'spud' was reduced from
a weight of 18 pounds to about 3.5 pounds. That is the
present weight of our planting tool. It has a galvanized
lrlOn Pipe handle. Attached to this is a blade of steel 1-4 in.
by 3 in. by 10 in.

As we have increased our efficiency, tine

mattock system of 500 trees per man per day has given way
to an improved spud-furrow system of 3000 trees per man
pert{Hold
day.w on a second, please, I want to get this dope straight

and give it to the folks back home," broke in Mr. Tourist, as
he fumbled in his pocket and produced a stub pencil and a
scrap of paper. 'lNow shoot.''
"Well, the young plants did so well in the furrow that it
was decided that a less hardy tl-ee than a 2-1 specimen would
survive,'' cont.inued the lecturer good humoredly. "Experiments of various aged Stock Were made and best results
were obtaind with 2-0 stock, that is stock grown two years
in the seed-bed and not transplanted. Agaln success was
apparent and after furthe1~ Study the 2-0 stock was used, the
transplanting being abandoned. This made a material reduction of costs, since the transplanting operation was one
of the most expensive items on the whole program.
"Thus through the improvement of the system, the su]--
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vival has increased from 6097o, or a remaining stand of 450
trees per acre, to over 9097o, or a remaining stand of over
700 trees per acre.
"As a brief summary of accomplishments, let me quote

you the finals frlom the 1923 Planting Report. E!even hundred fifty-eight (1158) acres of 2-0 Norway pine at the
averagle rate of 3000 trees per man, per day, at $3.65
per acre (total cost), with a survival of 97.597o at the end
of the first growing season were planted."

cfThree sixty-five-three thousand-ninety-Seven and Onehalf,'' repeated Mr. Tourist half aloud, as he drove his pencil across the sheet. t{That certainly sounds like a real
achievement," he declared, studying the notes and figures.
"It strikes me that with a System aS Practicable and ect,-

nomical as this, that by extending the program, thousands
of these idle acres could be brought into usefulness. I surely
am pleased to know the facts about these trees, Which at
first semed like scenery instead of a sound business Investment."
f'Here comes the truck ; I'll have to go now," indicated the
Forester, rising and starting away. "Come over tonight
and take a look at lour camp."
"you bet I will," responded Mr. Tourist, as he took a few
steps to follow his new friend, but a beckon from his wife
checked him, so he started back to his flivver muttering to
himself, "Three sixty-five-three thousand, ninety-Seven

and one-half-."
"perk" : t'what is a contour interval?"
Farm Forester: "That is where the contours run in
circles around hills and dip into creeks and varies according
to the climate."

Teacher:

"Can you tell me where shingles were first

used ?,,

Johnny :
Paper.

"Yes'm, but Itd rather not, ma'am.''-Makillg
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Paper Given at Forestry Seminar
By L. H. Pammel
Botany hats played a very conspicuous part in connection
with forestry work. Most of us know too little about the
published works pertaining to this subject. I shall begin
with one of the oldest dendrologists of this country, namely
Michaux. I am fortunate to be able to show you here his
two v,olumes of "North American Silva". The father and
son w`ere both interested in th,e subject of plants. The father
was sent out by the French Government to explore parts of
North America and bring back such plants as were worthy
of cultivation, for the French Govemment. Subsequently,
the s'on also made exploration of parts of North America
and the United States, and went on into Canada. The
younger Michaux got himself into trouble with the United
States because he worked for a French foothold in this
country. He settled in the Carolinas and made a trip up the
Mississippi.

Another botanist whose work is of considerable interest
to the foresters is Thomas Nuttal1, of English birth, who
traveled lextensively in North America and later published
a supplement to the "Silva of North America''. He attained
considerable fame as a botanist and described many North
American plants. Thomals Nuttall, in his work of explol~ation, touched Iowa. He also did some collecting in Arkansas
and subsequently crossed the continent. In addition to his
work as .a travel,er, he described most of the plants that
were collected by Lewis and Clark on their exploring expodition. Th-omas Nuttall llanded in Philadelphia and was a
printer by trade. He did not have the education that the
high school boy of today has, certainly not as muclh as the
average college boy. However-, he became interested in
botany and later became connected with Harvard University as direcltor of the Botanical Garden at Cambridg'e,
Massachusetts. Later he left the United States and died in
England. Much valuable information on the early history of
botany in this country may be obtained from Dr. Harshberger's work on Philadelphia botanists. Nearly all of tke
early botanists of this country lived or spent some time in
Philadelphia. Mention might be made here of such men as
Burton, Rafinesque and Schweinitz.
Next in point of historic interest to the foresters is the
book of Emerson's on "Trees of Massachusetts'', published
in 1846. The report of the trees and shrubs growing nat-
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urally ill Massachusetts was published as one of the publications of the Massachusetts state Department of Agriculture.
Massachusetts, by the way, is noted for its fine state
publications. Among others I want to mention ttThe Grasses
of Massachusetts'J, by Flinlt.
Next is the work of Dr. George Engelmann, a physician
and graduate from one of the Germa.n universities. As a
student hte became greatly interested in the subject of botany. His first paper was a thesis, a study on the metamorphosis of plants, in which he discussed certain teratological
structures of plants.
Engelmann came here in the forties and settled at Bellvillle, I.llinlois, where he practiced medicine for a time, later
becoming a leading physician in st. Louis.
VThile no one in the united states had a more comprehensive knowledge of tl-ees of North Amelaica than did Dr.
Goo. Englelmann, we are interested in him also from another
viewpoint: He became intimately acquaintled with Henry
Shaw, a very wealthy bachelor of st. Louis, who left a large
endowment to take care of the Missouri Botan`ical Gardens
which h,e established during his lifetime. The establishment of these gardens was largely due to the interest of Dr.
George Engelmann and Asa Gray, as Engelmanr, induced
Henry Shaw to buy a large collection of plants and start a
botanical museum. Dr. Engelmann's coll`ection was later deposited in lthe MissouI-i Botanical Garden. During the life of
Dr. Engelmann, even Dr. Gray relied upon him for the idemtification of some trees. The coll,ected writings of Dr. Engelman were publilshed by Henry Shaw and edited by Dr. Asa
Gray and Dr. Win. Trelease.
Dr. Engelmann was responsible for the naming of a
great many trees in the United States. Not only did he know
these from herbarium specimens, but his summer vacations
were ta.ken in the field, where he studied trees. He left a
very great impression on the subject of dendrology in the
United States.
Dr. Asa Gray was, wit;bout doubt, the leading botanist in
the United States. No one has ever attempted to take that

honor away from him and I am sure no botanist in the united Sta.tes since Dr. Gray has been lequal to him in taking
up philosophical questions. I may say here that Dr. Asa
Gray was one of the four leading botanists of the world duI'ing his lifetime. The others were Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker,
Dr. George Bentham and A. DeCandolle.
It is of special interest for us to know that Dr. Gray dt+
livened his presidentiall address as president of the American
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Association for the Advancement of Science at Dubuque,
Iowa, in 1872, when ,the aslsociatiOn met in that City. Thle
subject was 'tsequoia and Its History'', a proper One for discussion at this noted gathering of scientists because of the
interest in evolution at that time. He also published a most
interesting paper on ''Forest Trees'', in which paper there lS
a lot of valuable material. I do not know of another Paper
which will give one so com,prehensive a survey of relation^~,
of botany to geology as this paper does. It was published in
the American Joumal of Science.
Din. Gray left his impr,elslsion in another Way in the

{tstudy of Trees of North America''. He made a I,rip across
the continent, crossing Iowa to Omaha and Denver; then
made a trip to the clear creek canyon country. The old
town of Graymont was named after him. He made a study
of the flora of the high mountains and for the first time
saw growing many of the plants described by him. In the
paper mentioned above he took up the relationship of trees
to environmental factors. Dr. Gray started thle publication
of a comprehensive work on trees of North America, with
drawings by sprague, but holy one fascicle of this appeared.
Dr. Charles Sprague was an artist employed by Dr. Gray
to make drawings in his text book of botany.
Another North American botanist interested in the Subjest of trees was F. B. Hough, the first official forester of

the united states Department of Agriculture. His son,
Romyn B. Hough, a graduate of Comell University, published a l'Handbook of th,e Trees of the Northeastem States
and canada''. In addition to this, he got Out a Very Valuable work on American woods. The collection is unique and
most valuable.
An American botanist Who has COntributed more than
any other man of the generation on the subject of trees in
North America is C. S. Sargent. He is the director of tlte
Am\old Arboretum near Boston, which, by the Way, ,1S
founded as a private instittution, but is supported, I believe,
by the city of Boston, in part, at least. Professor Sargent
is a graduate of Harvard University and was trained aS a
botanist. He early became interested in the Subject Of
trees and when the loth census of th,e United States was
taken in 1880 he was asked lby the United States govemment to make an examination of the forest tr'ees and forest
resources of North America. Professor Sargent gathered
together a v.ery large lamOunt of Valuable inform,ation, such

as had never before been brought together in a single com
plete volume. For instance, he took uP the Study of elaSticity of timbers, the fuel value of woods, and in addition
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made a complete study of geology, dist1-ibutiOn Of trees, etC.

Every forester should be familiar with this work.
sargent has lalso been interested in Other Phases Of botany. t'The Silva of North America" is a monumental work.
we will probably never have anything Published in North
America which will surpa\ss this work in CharaCt,er, illustralions and complete information COnneCted With the trees of
this country. The superb drawings Were all made by Mr.
Faxon of Boston and then sent tO Paris, where they Were
transferred to steel plates, printed and engraved.
you are alrfamiliar with the '{Manual of Trees of North
America.'' Dr. Sargent travelled extensively in the United
states, Mexico and Japan to study trees. He is a big man
from the standpoint of accomplishment on the study of
trees. He is a man of means and lhaS used his money tO a
good advantage.
Among the things Published by the Arnold Arboretum
is a very fine work on 'lGenus Pinus'' written by Shaw; a1so 'tconifers and Taxoids of Japan" by Wilson.
Dr. Charlles Mohr of Alabama is another man Who Was
greatly interested in a study of trees, especially those of
the southtern states. He published t'Plant Life of AlabaIPa"
and la work on Juniperus through the U. S. Forest SlervlCe.
He was an authority On trees Of the SOuthem States.
w. w. Ashe of North Carolina in the North Carolina
Geological and Economic Survey published a Paper On loblolly or North Carolina Pine. He described a good many
species of trees, crataegus, the hickories and oaks and has
named many other plants. I am inclined .to think he iS not
conservative enough in his naming of species, but he iS a delightful man to meet.
I want to mention the Work Of Dr. N. L. Britton on
'lNorth American Trees,'' which is a Standard book. The
deslcriptions are excellent and it is a valuable work for the
forester, although a little expensive for the student. Dr.
Britton is the director Of the New York Botanical Garden.
The work of another North American botanist in Connection with trees in sudworthJs "Forest Trees of the Pacific
slope.'' This is a very fine piece Of Work, With many fine
photographs of trees and terse descriptions.; notes on longevity of trees and reproduction make it an Invaluable work.
In addition to this Sudworth has issued many Other Papers.
one deals with the nomenclature of trees. Sudworth is connected with the u. S. Forlest Service.
I would like to call your attention to the work Of Willis
Linn Jepson. He is a professor of botany at the University
of california. His "Trees of California" is a popular work
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and contains -figures of the important trees of that state.
His "Silva of Califomia'' is fine, full and complete in every
detail.
Dr. William Trelease who is professor of Botany at the
University of Illinois, has always been interested in the
winter character of trees. He wrote ftplant Materials of
Decorative Gardening.'' He also wrote a book on the maples
and one on the hickories, giving the winter characteristics
of these tl~tees. Dr. Trelease is not only an able general botanist but a thorough taxonomist, a painstaking and critical
invest.igator. He published a paper on the ltoaks of North
America," .a fine paper on the mistletoes, and a good paper
on LeitnerlaCeae.
Something should be said about Dr. L. H. Bailey who

in his Encyclopedia of Horticulture has brought together a
large amount of valuable material on trees. He has been
especially interested in the genus populus.- He untangled
the mystery of many hybrid members of this genus. Dr.
Bailey.was formerly Director of the New York Agricultural
Experiment station, and was first interested in carex.
Then let me call your attention to the work of Blakeslee and Jarvis on trees. It is a valuable book.
A number of local tree floras have been published in
the United States; of these attention may be called to the
work of Prof. Brown ttTrees of New York," published by the
Syracuse University, College of Forestry. This excellent

treatise gives a description of the trees of that state, distributilon and keys, and illustrations with some general matters
on trees.
In one of the series of bullletins of the university of
Minnesota there is an excellent account of the trees of that
state by Prof. Clements. Dr. C. E. Bessey, formerly professop of botany at Iowa State College and later of the university of Nebraska published a list of the trees of NebI-aSka.
This publication appeared in the proceedings of the Iowa
Academy of Science. There is also a publication on the
ffTrees of North Carolina" by W. W. Ashe. Every student
in forestry should of course make frequent use of manuals
of botany for ea.stern North America. There are two manuals; one by Robinslon and Fernald, the revised edition
of Gray's Manual of Botany which is a splendid work. The
Gray manual has been used in our public schools and colleges
since 1848. The new edition has numerous figures. A second work covering a similar region is Britton's Manual. The
descriptions in this excellent manual are full and complete.
For the Rocky Mountain region, coulter and Nelson is an
lnValuablre Work. The descriptions are ample, a somewhat
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similar work Rydberg's "Flora of Colorado" is valuable. For
the Pacific northwest Prof. Piper's "Flora of Washington
and Adjacent Regions" must be consulted ; for the southem

states Chapman's "Flora of the Southem United States,"
though an old work, will be found useful. A much larger
work by Dr. Small will enable the student to identi±'y any
of the plan`ts in the eastern southem states. For west Texas
which has a peculiar flora the work of Dr. I. M. Coulter
must be used ; for New Mexico, "Flora of New Mexico,'' the
work of Wooton and Standley; for California, I think the
"Flora of Califomia" by Gray, Brewer and Watslon, is most
valuable, and of the m.ost recent works Professor Hall on
the "Flora of Middle California'J should be constllted. The
descriptions are simple and terse.
The forester should be thoroughly conversant with
ecological problems. CowlesJ "Ecology" gives, in an admirable way, the fundamental problems of ecology. Dr. Clements has published numerous papers on ecology. The one
most applicable to research problems is his work on "Research Methods in Ecology". The work of J. W. Harsi1-

berger, "Phytogeography of North America" is part of the
Engler Monographs. This work touches on the geology,
temperature and soils with reference to the distribution of
pants. The first g,eneral treatise on ecology published in
Europe, Warming's "Ecology", is a work that the forester
must consult. It was later translated into English by
Groom and Balfour.
The ecological factors in connection with the distributilon of forest trees are spl,endidly set forth by Dr. Shimek
in several papers one of which was published ln the Geology
of Harrison county, Iowa Geological Survey report, and in
a recent paper by Professor Fuller in conn,ection with thle
distribution Of trees along the ,streams in Illinois. I recall
also an excellent paper by Dr. Fernald on the distribution of
the Jack pine and its relation to siliclOuS SOilS.

R,ecently

Professor J. E. Kirkwood of Montana brought together some
excellent data on the distribution of trees in Montana, "Forest Distribution in the Northem Rocky Mountains." May I
also mention the paper By L. H. Pammel, G. B. MacDonald
and H. Clarke on the forest flora of southwestem Iowa. Another subject of special interest in this connection is that
pertaining to the germination of tree seeds. The work of
Sir John Lubbock, "Seeds and Seedlings'', will prove valuable. Miss C. M. King and I have made a study of the
germination of many Iowa trees and shrubs with a description of the juvenile forms. These papers have been published in Pl'oceedings of the Iowa Academy of Science. There
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is also an excellent paper by C. K. Schneider of Nebraska on
the germination of certain forest tree seeds.

On the general subject of transpiration of plants there
are somle excellent papers by Dr. Livingston; "The Resistance offered by Leaves to Transpirational Water Loss;"
"physiologilcal Temperature Indices for the Study of Plant,
Growth in Relation to Climate Conditions ;" by B. E. and G.
J. Livingston "Temperature Coefficients in Plant Geography
and climatalogy." A. L. Bakke has published several excellent papers on the subject, ttStudies on the Transpiring Power of plants as Indicators of Permanent Wilting," "Stud]'es

on the Transpiring Power of Plants as Indicated by the
Method of Standardized Hygrometric Paper," "Further Studies on the Foliar Transpiring Power in Plants'' by Bakke
and Livingston. Dr. Bakke and Professor Fuller have
brought out in English a work by Raunkiaer on ecology. The
subject of transpiration is important.
I want to call your attention to a few Of the works Of
some European botanists who have contributed tO Our knowledge of botanical problems connected with forestry; the exhaustive trleatise by Schimpfer on plant geography gives a
world's view of plants in different regions and their environmental condition. It is indispensible for the forester and is
a classic. Schimpfer died at an early age.
Along the line of plant physiology I might call attention 'to the old standard works by Julius Sachs, "Physiology
of plants," the work of Pfeffler "Physiology of Plants," and
that very fine work of Jost, "Lectures on Plant Physiology'."
A number of German treatises are important, for instancel
the work of Schneider on for,est trees, a description of the
more important forest trees of the world. The work of Von
Thumen on the forest trees of Central Europe. This work
has many fine colored illustrations. One of the older of the
German works is that of Koch, 'tDendrologie." This work
contains concise descriptions of trees.
Th,e Hartigs are prominently connected with -the fores-

try problems of Germany. The father of Robert Hartig published a work, "Anatomie and Physiologie der Holzpflanzen".
Robert Hartig is knovIl for his Classic WOrk On the diseases
of trees. His classic work on the diseases of tim.her, Published in several monographs like "Zersetzungs Erscheinungen des Holzes" (dry rot of timber) and his text book on dig-

eases of trees which was translated into English are important in a study of forest tree diseases. A son-in-law of Hartig, Dr. Tubeuf published a comprehensive work on diseases
of plants which was also translated into English. In this
connection the work of Sorauer t'Pflanzen Krankheiten'»
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should be mentioned. This work not only discuslses fully the
plant parasites, but in no other treatise of which I know,
are the non-parasitic diseases so fully considered. Th,e seeond edition is the work of Lindau. Sorauer was editor of
Zeitschrift fur Pflanzen Kranlcheiten. - Another German

treatise, that of Frank, "Die Krankh,eiten der Pflahzen" is
also a valuable reference work.
A critical English student, Marshall Ward published a
fine work "Timber and Some of Its Diseasles," making much
use lof the work of Hartig. Marshall Ward was a student
of Hartig. Mention might be made of the work of Massee
who published a volume on the diseases of plants.
One of the most profound Ge]man students of botany
was Anton DeBary whose research on anatomy and diseases
of plants are classic and invaluable. The student should be

familiar with "Comparative Anatomy of Flowering Plants
and Ferns'' and the work on "Fungi, Mycetozoa and Bacteria." The results of his profound researches on the life history and development of fungi in all th,eir essential detail
are accepted as fundamentally correct. For many years Dr.
DeBary wlas editor of Botanische Zeitung.
The Engler "Die Naturlichen PflanzenfamilienJ' is onJe Of

the most important monographic works, treating the whole
vegetable kingdom.
Every student of forest tree diseases should be fandliar
with that French lclassic of Tulasne, "Icones Fungorum."
The DeCandolle Monagraphs on flowering plants are important. The greatest work of the two DeCandolles, father
and son, is the "Prodromus."
There are many important English works of interest to
the forester. I shall only mention a few. The "Index Kew,ensis" is a most important work on the nomenclature of
flowering plants. The inception of this work is due to
Charles Darwin, who was often puzzled when it came to the
names of plants. The work appeared in three large quarto
volumes to which several supplements have been added.
Of course the Sudworth t{Nomenclature of Trees of
North America'' issued by the forest service is of great
value. Sargent in his "Silva" also gives the nomenclature
and N. L. Britton has done the samle in his "North American Trees." This handy volume on the trees of North America I should have mentioned earlier. The descriptions are
good and terse. The synonJmlS Of the trees of eastern North
America are given in Britton and Brown "Illustrated Flora
of Northern United States and Canada."
Returning to the subject of the diseases of forest trees
you should be familiar with the work of Spaulding on the
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"European Currant Rust on the White Pine in America,''

published as a bulletin from the Bureau of Plant industry.
The work of Herman von Schrenck on the decay and rot of
timber, "Diseases of Declduous Forest Tl-ees" is important.
I<'or a number of years Dr. v`on Schrenck was engaged by

the Bureau of Plant Industry to investigate some of these
diseases. since then a number of American investigators
have materially helped forest problems by a study of pecky
cypress, rot of Libocedrus and other forest trees. A critical study was made of the genus Gymnosporangium by Farlow, Thaxter and others. In a paper published as a bulletin
of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, I made a study
of the Iowa species of this genus. On the matter of identifying the fleshy fungi, many of which are injurious, the
work of Atkinson entitled "Studies of American Fungi"
should be consulted; also the ma.ny papers by Professor
peck, published in the New York State Museum reports.
Murrill in steveral papers made a study of the fleshy fungi,
"Edible and Poisonous Mushrooms," and publishled a fine
monograph on the pore fungi in North American Flora.
There are many plapers touching on several phases of
pathology bearing in an indirect way upon forestry by Me1bus, Gilman, Clinton, Trelease, Burril1, Erwin F. Smith, etc.
The Burrill papers especially because of his pioneer work
on the bacterial diseases of plants, and Erwin F. Smith for
the fine contributions on the bacterial diseases of plants.
There is one phase of the subject of botany of special
interest to th,e forester, namely grazing. Grazing has to do
with grasses, forage plants and plants poisonous to livestock. On the subject of gl~asses your attention should be
called to the taxonomic work of Geo. Vasey, F. LamsonScribner, W. J. Beat, Hitchcock and Thurber. Dr. Vasey,
while botanist of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture published
a number of papers on grasses and forage plants. One bu1letin with the cooperation of Richardson described some
of the more important grasses giving their chemical composition. Several large quartos were published, one "Grasses
of the Southwest.J' F. Lamson-Scribner, while agrostologist
of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture published a bulletin, "Key
to Genera of Grasses of the United States." Under his direction Shear prepared a paper on Bromus; Nelson one on
forage resources of the Red Desert of Wyoming. LamsonScribner was the author of "Grassles and Forage Plants of
the United Sltates." Dr. Bear published a two volume book
on the grasses of the United States; the first volume
a general account of pastures and mleadows, which included
a chapter on the diseases of grasses by Dr. Wm. Trelease.
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Lamson-Scribner, Vasey and Thurbe1~ described many new
grasses. Dr. A. S. Hitchcock, who is the agrostologist of the
government, has published a popular treatise on grasses, tfA
Textbook of Grasses." Hitchcock and Miss Chase have momographed Panicum and several othel- genera. In this connection I may call attention to Grasses of Iowa, One VOlume Published as bulletin four of the Iowa Geological survey and the
descriptive portion as Grasses of Iowa, Part II. The forest
range resources have not been neglected ; professor sampson cliscusses the forage resources in a paper on ltclimate
and Plant Growth in Certain Vegetative Associations,'' u.
S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bulletin 700.
Prof,essor Jardine has investigated the problem of
stock on the range in a bulletin "Range Management on the
National Forests." (Ja1~dine and Anderson, u. s. Dept. of
Agriculture, Bulletin 790.)
As to the matter of poisonous plants of the range, the
sevleral papers by Chesnut orl tlThirty Poisomous Plants of
the United States,'' "Some Poisonous Plants of Northem
Stock Ranges," ttSome Common Poisonous Plants,'' as well
as a paper by Chesnut and wilcox on ttstock-poisoning
Plants in Montana" are of comprehensive value on poisonous
plants as is also my tfManual of Poisonous Plants.'J
The forestry student should stal-t his botanical studies
correctly. What are some of the text books? Thirty-five
years ago the chief text books were Gray's Lessons in Rotany, and nothing bette1~ Of its kind has ever been issued
in the United States. This was revised and brought up to
date by Leavitt. Bessey's Botany is a general text book
vyhich first appeared in the eighti,es. It gave a comprehenslVe account Of the Structure, Physiology and classification
of plants. It was revised about ten years ago by Ermlest
Bessey. "Essentials of Botany,'' the work of Dr. Bessey
was a deservedly popular treatise. It was published while
Dr. Bessey was connected with Iowa State College, T. H.
MacBride, about 25 years ago published an admirable little
botany and Bastin "College Botany''. Campbell and Bames
also published textbooks of botany, all of these are excellent treatises. I should not forget to mention the book by
Goodale. "physiological Botany," a splendid work, and the
companion VOlume to GrayJs Structural Botany. Of the

more recent treatises, I might mention the university of
Chicago bob.anical texts by cowles, Barnes and coulter,' a
comprehensive work and struct;ural Botany by Gray.
One of the best agricultural botanies is I;he book by Dr.
I. N. Martin "Botany with Agricultural Applications.'' Dr.
Gager too, is the author of a good text on general botany
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and professor curtlS Of the Teachers' College, New York, is
the author of a "Textbook of General Botany."
on the subject of ecological anatomy, I know of nothing better than the work of Haberlandt, ttPflanzen Physio1ogischle Anatomie'', which has passed through several editions. one of the latest editions is translated into English
by Drummond.
Miss Ada Hayden published an interesting paper on the
Anatomy of Plants of a Prairie Province in the Journal of
Botany. Miss Ella Shimek, too, has discussed the anatomy
of some prairie plants. This papler was published in the
Iowa Academy of Science. There is also a very fine paper
by canon on the desert plants of the Sahara Algi,ers and
several papers by Forest Shrleve on the general subject of
climate and plants ; "The Vegetation of a Desert Mountain
Range as Conditioned by Climatic Factors'', "Rainfall as a
Determinant of Soil Moisture". Briggs and Shantz of the
I. s. Department of Agriculture in several papers issued as
bulletins from the Bureau of Plant Industry, have discussed
the factors underlying some of the problems in connection
with the growth of plants on the plains; "The Water Requirlement of Plants".

I have more than taken my allotted time and trust that

this little discussion will be of service to the forestry Students.
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Forest Plantations in Norway
I. A. Larsen
`In the matter of forest and other resources, nature has
dealt more gingerly with Norway than we are led to suppose. Its northerly position and large areas with relatively
high elevations, scoured by past glaciation, are factors unfavorable to the development of extensive hardwood or coniferous forest areas and to large agricultural activities. The
absence of coal and the scarcity of most minerals have stood
in the way of industrial expansion, and the generally very
rugged topography has seriously curtailed railroad and highway construction. Consequently, the people have been
forced to obtain a livelihood by fishing, ocean-carrying

fr,eight, stock raising, and to some extent by dairying and
by the sale of forest products.
It is within the last quarter century that lumbering and
the export of forest products have come to occupy a prominent place as a source of revenue, and it is realized more and
more that in this fileld the future holds much promise.
The abundant water of the numerous splendid rivers furnish \excellent transportation for logs, as well as power for
the large saw mills and pulp mills operating at tidewater.
The large merchant marine and open ports enable shipment
to all parts of the world.
At present Norway's total forest area is nearly 18 million
acres, an area equal to that of the State of Maine, composed
mainly of Scotch pine and Norway spruce, which show an
average yearly increment of 3.6 per cent. One-sixth of this
area is owned by the state, the balance is in private hands.
The forests occur almost ,entirely in the east land, centering
around the Glommen, Drammen and skien watersheds.
Receipts for exported lumber are now valued at 154 million dollars a year and equal as much as 35 per cent of all
exports. With constantly increasing demands for lumber in
other countries, this industry is bound to increase. unquestionably, the forests are bound to occupy no secondary part
in the nations business.
But on the west land, under the mild climate and copious
rainfall fostered by proximity to the ocean and the gulf
stream, are vast areas of land of g'ood soil totally devoid of
forests. These denuded and now unproductive areas, except
for scant grazing, are said once to have grown a considerable crop of timber, which was exploited during the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries, without taking adequate
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measures for proper reforestation. In fact, this occurred
long before man began to study forestry problems or knew
how this valuable resource could be made to yield a continuous revenue.

All in all, the increased demand for lumber for export and
borne consumption and the knowledge of the extensive unproductive areas have in recent years been responsible for
a quick,ening of interest in forestry and reforestation
throughout Norway. Men with judgment and vision have
asked, "Can we not produce more lumber? VIat of the
west land? Should we not find races of trees in America o1'
elsewhere which will clothe the mountains even above the
present low timber line?"
As a result of, and in line with these questions certain
capable foresters were sent to study forest conditions and
methods abroad. Herr Doctor Agnar Barth trav-eled extensively on thle Continent of Europe apropos the establishment of a Norwegian for,est experiment station and Herr
Amtforstmester Anton Smitt of Stavanger covered the
length and breadth of North America to leam of new species
of trees which might be suitable for Norway, and collecting
seed for planting in the forest nurseries on the west land.
It is yet too early to speak of the results of Forstmester
SmittJs investigations. The purpose in this article is rathe1to dwell briefly on the very promising results of reforestation on the west land to date.
For the earliest plantations we must go back fifty years
to such pioneers as P. H. Paulsen, Gloersen, Mossige, and
Carl Crude. These men obtained somle help from the state,
bought plants in Denmark and Germany in 1861, planted
them on the denuded west land and watched them grow.
Though the initial experiment faced the odds of a new soil
and climate and damage in shipment, the plants took hold
as if well satisfied and determined to make the best of i.t.
More plants were soon bought and planted on a larger scale.
One of the most noteworthy examples is thle 927 acres-

a wasteland in Hoylands Herred-bought by the state for
160 kroner per acre, which since the time of planting has
yielded in thinnings and improvevment cuttings alone 160,ooo kroner and a net rate of interest on the total investment
of 12.9 per cent. A second good example is the Helland
area at Bjerkreim ; 215 acres of waste land obtained by the
state for 20,000 kroner and planted with 221,500 Germangrown Scotch pine and 21,825 spruce. While this pine is of
a poor quality, the spruce is an object of pride.
These plantations of th,e early sixties and seventies have
demonstrated the feasibility, soundness and wisdom of forest
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extension work in western Norway and have been a source
of inspiration for an enlarged program of forest planting.
On,e very pronounced and most far-reaching impetus to this
movement was the organization 25 years ago of the Forestry
Association. This came as a direct result of the energetic
leadership of Consul Axel Heiberg, a citizen of c1,ear vision,
patriotic purposes, unbounded enthusiasm and an unfaltering faith in Norway and her forestry program. This association has above all lelse stood for an active reforestation
program. It has been instrumental in awakening public interest in this cause, in obtaining financial assistance and
securing the cooperation of numerous local organizations,
particularly among the young people. This association employs 50 foresters, who give to land and forest ormers guidance and advice on how to plant and care for their timber
land.

The state and associations are working hand in hand. The
state offers inducements toward forest planting in the way
of loans, reduced taxles, etc. Several large forest nurs,eries
ar,e now under way, the largest of these at Ekhaug, near
Bergen, with a total of 10 million young plants.
This glorious outdoor work has much in it which appeals
to all patriotic citizens, and most of all to th,e young people.
It is the feeling that they will live to see the forests grow jn
beauty and value, and the satisfaction that they are giving
something of permanent value to their native land. It has,
therefore, not been difficult to enlist the young people in
this work. In the spring of 1923 no less than 10 thousand
young men and boys went out to help clothe th,e bare hills
with green trees. Now the boy scouts of Norway are also
lined up for their work which will be to gather cones, which
will fumish seed. Even those of too tender years for planting and seed collecting contribute toward this cause by weeding and transplanting in the forest nurseries.
By way of accomplishment, thisJ forest association, With
all its ramifications and affiliated organizations, numbers
over 14 thousand members. There are 19 sections of the
association and 420 local clubs. The latter have, during the
25 years that are passed, raised 2,411,000 kroner and the
main section, 2,120,000 kroner. Up to 1921, 1,710,000 trees
had been planted in 2,700 different locations. It is confi-

d,ently predicted that over 600,000 new plants will be planted
in 1924.

A very helpful result of this interest shown by the young
people is the country-wide advertising this matter has re_
ceived. It is now an absorbing subject in which all desire
to help.

An indilf,eCt benefit, but One Of the most indiSPenS-
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able, is and will be increased appropriations by the National
assembly, for last year the Storting gave 50,000 kroner over
and above that actually requested for forestry. This is taken
as a reliabl,e barometer of the general country-wide interest
and support.
Throughout the past 25 years of his splendid work, Consul
Heiberg has been the outstanding leader in inspirer. His
love for Norway and its future has found expression in many
other ways as well. He was one of those who assisted in
fitting out Dr. Nansen's Fram for the north pole trip; in
1896 he gave 60,000 kroner to Captain Sverdrup's expedition, and in 1898 he gave the wiell-known statues of Bjormson and Ibsen which now adorn the entrance to the National
theatre in Christiania. Remarkably enough, his 75th birthday last year coincided closely with the 25th anniversary
of the Forestry Association. This was, therefore, made the
occasion for several gatherings in the Consults honor.
The Consul now wears the citizen's gold medal and the
cross of the Order of St. Dlof.
Just what will these plantations yield? Much fuel grown
at home instead of high prices paid for English coal, obtainable from the improvement thinnings on these plantations; 1umber for home use and for export from the trees
which are left to grow to maturity. This will mean added
revenue and more work and a larger pay-roll. This boon,
which alone would amply justify the plantations on an economic basis, is after all but a very small part of the benefits
to be derived, for the forest pays back tenfold in many other
ways. In the first place, the forest improves the soil ,for
the protection which the trees give reduces extremes of
heat and drought and the constant accumulation of dead
needles which fall each year build up a necessary mould,
which fosters bacterial life in the soil. Secondly, the forest

acts as windbreaks on the bleak, wind-swept west land-a
boon to fruit trees and gardens. It furthermore provides
pleasant sheltered spots for the grazing stock, and through
soil improvement the grazing becomes much better than
previously. Again, one of the often overlooked benefits is
the increase in game animals and birds of all kinds. Deer,
and song birds especially, love to rear their young in the
leafy bowers close to farmhouses, within sound of bells and
human voices, for they find thlese greater security from
predatory animals.
Perhaps the most far-reaching benefit accruing from forested areas is the regulation of stream flow, for the forest
delays the melting of snow in the mountains and high valleys and provides loose soil where the water percolates leis-
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urely toward the rivers. This prevents floods and insures
uninetrrupted flow of water over dams and spillways and
irrigation ditches, as well as continuous power to mills and
factories.
Still another good result is the beauty added to the landscape, broken here and there by prosperous farmsteads,
which are set in the midst of a valley of waving crops, surrounded by the soft green of the forest. This is something
which makes home and country worth much more, but a
matter which can not be reduced to dollars' and cents.
The sum total results of the active reforestation program
on the west land will be better and more beautiful homes,
more live stock and game, increased stability to industries.
and a larger, happier and more prosperous population.

"Andy" and Miss Fish, beg your pardon, Mr. and Mrs. H.
J. Andrews, were presented with a daughter last January.
They have named her Virginia.

Prof. and Mrs. P. Coville are the proud parents of a]`lother boy. He will go under the name of Alan.

Last summer Mr. and Mrs. Charley Towne, '25, had <1
This will

baby girl. They have named her
give Cinarley something to work for.

Niels K. Clemmensen worked for the Crossett Lumber
Co. of Crossett, Arkansas, on a timber survey last summer.
Immediately upon his return to Ames, "Clem" and a friend,
Miss Merle Harker, were married. No, married life hasn't
slowed "Clem'' up at all.

A new man was added to the Department this fall. J. A.
Larson, a graduate of Yale, came to us from the Priest
River Experiment Station, Idaho, where he has been a Fo1-est Examiner. Larson is an expert Silviculturist and will
be a valuable asset in the Department.
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The Ledges---NatureJs Dreamland
By Carl Fritz Henning
of IowaJs many bits of ralf,e SCenery, none eXCell in

picturesque beauty the Ledges. It is a rugged region full of
life, romance and legend ; a bit of Wildness, that has a marvelous wealth of scenic witchery; an enchanting rock-Walled
valley of peace and harmony, through which flow woodland
streams and babbling brooks, playfully I,eaping over rocks
and boulders.

t'Little brook-though on thou wilt go
Singing till many years have rolled
Away, alas, never will I know
The mysteries thou wouldst unfold."

In this "ancient sand-filled va11ey'J, the wearied and wom

may listen to the murmuring waters, and sweet woodland
songsters and find amid the solitudes of the trees, a rest
that is real and a beauty that charms.
The Ledges are old, very old-older than the hills. The
story of their origin runs back of the days when glaciers
slipped across Iowa-back to th,e times when a great sea
covered our land. The inspiring sandstone walls, sculptured
rocks and crags, grow in beauty and sublimity as the cycles
of eternity roll silently on-their fame is securely enshrined
on th,e scroll of destiny. Ever eloquent in their CreatorJs
praise, they reach out a beckoning hand to the lover of the
wild-wood, and the people of Iowa. The splendor of the
wooded hills, the grandeur of the ancient walls of sandstone,
to which cling ivy, mosses, lichen and ferns ; the beauty and
I-ich colors of the hepatica, Dutchman's breeches, blood-root,
violet and cofumbine, nestling on the crags ; the laughing
brook and singing birds; the beautiful blue sky and fleecy

white clouds-these glories of Natur,e make us bow in reverence and say wit/h Schiller,
ttO wunderschon ist Gottes Erde,
Und schon auf ihr ein Mensch zu sein''.

For many years, as far back as the mlemory of the oldest
settler goes, has the area knovIl aS the "heart Of the
Ledges" been used by the residents of this community as a
picnic ground, a place for rest and recreation. Here the
early pioneers and their families gathered from miles around
to enjoy the seclusion of this natural parkland. The older
folks`to meet their friends and neighbors, to rest and swap
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stories ; the young people to roam among th,e hills and hear
the birds sing; the little ones to wade and play in the bahbling brook, in the wild spirit that the dusky redman's children lof long ago enjoyed this identical stream-yes, with the
same gratification that our little lads and lassies of today
have playing in this mountain stream, that is the joy and
life of the Ledges. Dr. L. ,H. Pammel of the Iowa State College visited the Ledges over a quarter of a century ago, and
was the pioneer in bringing Nature Study classes to this
botanical wonderland. A few years ago this little beauty
spot was the camping ground of the Boy Scouts, and in later
years the area was used by the camp Fire Girls for their
annual summer camp.
In this beautiful valley, "Nature sits enthroned to dispensle her choicest gifts''. The mere mention of the park
name, "The LedgesJ', brings visions of birds, flowers, the
aroma of the woods, and sends a thrill of pleasure and exp,ectancy through the heart of every lover of "GodJs great
out-doors''-awakening sweet memories of happy days spent
in "The Ledges, Nature's Dreamland'', that nestles so peacefully among t'he glacial hills in the heart of Iowa.
There are probably few areas in our state where there
is a greater contrast in the physical features and flora than
there is between the rich rolling prairies of the upland, and
the rugged hills, steep ravines, weathered rock walls and
crags of the Ledges, and Des Moines river valleys. In this
alluring valley the tenants of the wood live among the old

forest trees-trees that are growing in their own natural
way, just as Nature ordained, stretching out their leafy
arms toward you and inviting you to come among them_it
is the {tcall of the wild''.
tion ?

Can you resist the silent invita-

There is so much mystery about the old forests that
crown the hills and lin,e the banks of the Des Moines.
And does not old Pan sit by the river somewhere, gazing

at his own grey beard, and the dark shadows dancing on the
waters? And the little fairies who paint the summer flowers and autumn leaves-are they not there also?
Show me a scene more inspiring, more inviting, than tlhe
primeval trees growing sociably from the same soil along
the banks of the Des Moines.

"A brotherhood of venerable treesJJ,
Great men have loved and praised the trees and every class
of literature has done them honor. The names of many
trees have gone down to immortality on the pages of history.
Among t/he interesting trees growing within the Ledges
Park area may be mentioned two elms: one, the "Memorial
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Elm'', that stands guard on the west bank of thle Des Moines,
and the other, knolun as the t'Old Bent Elm'', that welcomes
you with outstretched arms in the heart of the Ledges. The
Memorial Elm is a real monarch of the for,est, measuring
over twenty feet in circumference. It takes four mlen, with
hands clasped, to reach around the trunk; it is the largest
and oldest tree in the Ledges park, its age having been estimated at 250 years, and should be enrolled among the menorial trees of Iowa. The proud old patriarch rears his head
high above his companions, calmly viewing the ever changing landscape.
Almost within the shadow of this venerable elm nestle

three Indian mounds"Here sleep well the tenant

Of that silent mound,
Their names forgot,
Their memories unrenowned''Who they were and where they came from, none can say.
The Des Moines river valley, where they found their hometheir long home-keeps silence. The stars that they knew
look down upon their graves and make no sign. Their memory has faded from the earth. None might know that they
had ever lived, were it not for the dim tradition, connecting
them with the ancient history of this old hemisphere of
ours, that we are wont to deem so new. For this is one of
the strange burial grounds of the mound-builders-otheI'S
contend that the interesting sepulchres contain only the remains of the American Indian.
All wle know is that these ancient dwellers of the vat-

ley are- "Awaiting that supreme hour when this

mortality shall put on immortality''.
Here in the mystic environment of the Ledges hills they
sleep and rest in peace. What an interesting story the old
tree and these ancient mounds could tell us. Let us turn
back the plages of history, two hundred and fifty years, the
year this old elm pushed through IowaJs virgin soil to reach
the sunlight.
If a true estimate has been made of the age of the tree,
then it was a seedling the year that the missionary, Father
Marquette, and his companion, the woodsman Louis Joliet,
skirted the eastern shore of Iowa on their momentous voyage of discovery.

One hundred and thirty years later, the beautiful vallley wherein this stately elm first saw the light of day, was
purchased by the united states from France, alld in the
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memorable year when we declared our independence, the
venerable tree had reached a life-span of over one and onehalf centuries.
Through the fleeting years of the dim past, the old elm
has witnessed the coming of the Indian, and his passing
down the river of Time, to the great beyond ,I it has seen the
drama of life enacted by adventurers, voyagers, explorers,
fur-traders, frontiersmen, and pioneers down to our own
time. The old elm can confirm the great part the Des

Moines river played in the early transportation problemfrom the time "the earliest fur-traders ascended the river
to trade with the Indians propelling their tkeel boats' by the
laborious process of poling these slow-moving crafts-to the
year 1859, the year that the river steamboats, the charley
Rogers and De Moine Belle, made their last trip to Fort
Dodge."

Does this noble tree, and its interesting life history"A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth's sweet flowing breast ;
A tree that looks at God all day
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;''

mean anything to us? I think it does. "It is said of the
Druids that the oak was their symbol on earth of the supreme Being, and that the mistletoe, when found growing
thereon, represented man, a crea`ture entirely dependent on
God for support and yet an individual existence of his own.''
What a beautiful illustration here of the influence of trees
on the human mind and character.
The river is encroaching dangerously near to where the
elm stands-year after year, the water's edge creeps closer,
ruthlessly nearer, still nearer. Trees are the oldest living
thing in the world-ach old tr,ee represents a page of history and the dead leaves are the dust of unread, buried
volumes.

Most people love trees, buL

"Only God can make a tree."

So let us love this old elm, and protect the historic tree and
its surroundings, to the end that the old patriarch and his
fellows may be preserved for pos-terity.
The "Old Bent Elm" has a different story to tell-although not so old by fifty years, as the memorial elm, its
life history, filled with tragedy, is equally interest]®ng.
As a seedling it pushed through the sandy Ledges soil,

about the time that the first newspaper was published in
New York-that was two hundred years ago,' the elm was
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.r`, stripling seven years old when Washington was bom. In
vouth its graceful branches protected and shaded the dusky
ivarrior; it weathered many storms. Strong of limb and

straight as an arrow, it defied the wind, but one day in the
very prime of life, while battling bravely against the fury
of the elements, the tree was torn and thrown to the ground.
Nature is cruel, stem and uncompromising, but "fairer
mistress never swayed the heart of man,'' and deep in her
friendship glows a just and beautful spiritso, in the course of time, the eroding soil of. the hills
cuddled closer and closer tO the trunk Of the injured tree,
as if in sympathy with thle fallen monarch of the forest.
The friendly soil, beneficial rain, and life-giving sunshine,
encouraged the elm to renewed activities; it took a firm.er
hold on life by slending new roots deep down into the soil,
throwing all its strength into a single branch. Today, the
ttold Bent ElmJs" prostrate trunk is a mere hollow Shell,
burnt and scarred by fire, but the lone limb has grown into
a stately tree, appar\ently as vigorous as any of the trees
in the valley. Gentle breezes playing through the SPreading branlches, whisper the elmJs message of good cheer, that
seems to say to us-ttif old and bent before your time, as I
have been, be brave, do not surrender; have faith, take cour-

age, start where you fell down-victory will be your reward.~

Life is a struggle for existence-days filled with Sunshine and shadow. Thle following lines seem appropriate on
sleeing the Old Bent Elm in the Ledges :
"Is it, as plainly in our living shown
By slant and twist, which way the Wind hath blolm?"
At the foot of the old elm, winds a spring-fed stream, known
as "pease Branch." It is an interesting stream, and Was

named after John Pea, who with his family and the John
Hull family were the first settlers to locate near the Ledges,
coming here in the summer of 1846. lThen the raid on the
Lott family was made by the Sioux chi,ef, Si-dom-i-na-dotab, at the mouth of Boone river, in December 1846, John
pea was one of the men who went to the rescue.
The early pioneers were confronted With many diffiCu1ti,es-one of the most serious being the long distance they
had to haul the grain in order to get it ground into breadstuffs. The flour mill at Oskaloosa was a hundred miles
from the Ledges, and frequently it would take three weeks
to make the round trip. Hominy and potat;cos were often
substitutes for bread.
In thle early fifties or thereabouts, a dam Was COnStruCted across pease Branch, and a grist mill built, at a point
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a short distance south from where the stream passes the
north boundary line of the Ledges Park. The settlers from
far and near brought wheat and corn to the mill in the valley and had it ground into flour and com meal. The pioneers w-ere usually w,ell supplied with meat and wild-food.
Elk, deer, wild turkey, grouse and prairie chickens being
plentiful.
When you see Pease Branch in its playful mood, it does
not seem as if the little creek could furnish enoug'h power

to operate a grist-mill~but the stream did furnish the wader-power for the old mill, and did it well. very few park
visitors have lever seen this wonderful stream at work. They
only know it as a laughing, playful brook idly playing among
the rocks-but you should see the stream after a heavy
rain-storm, when the little brooklets in the ravines fill to
overflowing, rushing their muddy waters down into the va1ley to join Pease Branch.

What a wonderful change-yesterday a silvery brook,
murmuring in its
"Shallow bed of rocks and pebbles

Winding down among the hills."

today a raging torrent five feet deep-the swift waters
rushing and roaring through the vallley, uprooting trees and
carrying them on its angry bosom as if they were light as
chips; awakening and rolling rocks and boulders that have
slumbered in their bed of gravel since the glaciers carried
them down from the far north ; leaping over the larg'er rocks
with the ease and grace of a I-eopard and lashing the angry
waters into foam.
Loud, vivid zig-zagging flashes of lightning bounding
from cliff to crag add grandeur to the scene, while the rumbling thunder rolls and echoes among the hills as if Old Rip

Van Winkle was playing at t'a game of nine pin" with the
elfs aIld gnomes in the Valley.

Nearly every year fragments of ledge-rock, that have
been loosened by the action of trickling water or roots working into the crevices ; by thawing and freezing in winter, finally let go and drop to the stream below. some years ago
a large sandstone rock that had fallen into tile creek below
"Table Rock," measuring approximately ten feet jn length,
four feet in width and three feet in thickness, was during
a freshet carried by the swollen stream a distance of three
hundred feet before it lodged against an equally large
but harder rock lying in the creek bed, the fragments that
broke off after the impact continuing down stream. A cubic foot of water weights 62.5 pounds and weight of sand-
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stone is about 2.5 times that of water. You can get an idea
of the tremendous power of the gentle Ledges stream, when
it is in an angry mood, and obtain an estimate of the weight
of the rock that was hurled down stream, by multiplying
the number of cubic feet it contained by 156.
pease Branch is a real mountain stream-it has a fall Of
sixty odd feet, from the time that it enters the parkland
until it emptites into the Des Moines river, a distance of one
and one quarter miles. The creek began its career over the
ancient sandstone-filled valley and has by its busy erosion
exposed the old sandstone, carving it into forms of massive
grandeur.
vThlether there was any creek here in Pre-Wisconsin
time is not known-so it seems that all of this work of etching out the beautiful valley through two hundred feet of
drift ancL rock Was done in the few thousand years Since

the melting away of the last of the glaciers. The scenery
along the stream is inspiring, and it is worth anyone's timle
to follow its rambling course through the valley.
Let us start from the north end of the Park, Where the
old grist-mill stood-from this historic spot the creek Winds
and swings in graceful lines between the hills, passing the
old McGaw homestead, a tumble-down shack, around which
early history clings. The road that crosses Peace Branch
at this point was quite an important road at one time; it
is the old stage-road between Fort Dodge and D,es Moines,
the highway of the early pioneers that settled in Iowa in '49,
through whose courage and patience under advlerse condilions, the foundatlon was laid for the greatest state in the
union, iowa, Our beautiful Iowa.
During every lTeShet Pease Branch carrlleS largle quantitles of the famous red clay that fT,rOPS Out from the hill and
creek banks across the stream from the old McGaw home.
This clay is nature's "beauty clay'' and one of the finest
modeling clays in iowa. There are also blue clay deposits

in the valley. The Campfire Girls, that formerly camped
in the Ledges have used the red clay for making book-ends,
candlesticks, and other useful and ornamental articles Of the
ceramic art. The log cabin that was recently built in the
park, near the "Old Stone Face," is chinked with Ledges
red clay. Further down the valley, Pease Branch washes
and hugs "Redwing Rock,'J so named because the sandstone
cliff is beautifully colored by the trickling water that seeps
over the red clay deposit on the slopes above the weathered
wall. After leaving this interesting point, the creek Winds
and plays through the "Indian Council" area-passes "Sentinal Rock", and is here joined by Davis creek, a woodland
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stream that winds through Davis valley, a beautiful valley
filled in springtime with the sweet odor of wild-crab, hawthorn, and plum.
Clasped hand in hand, in wildwood glee, the two woodland strleams laugh and play, swinging around the bend they
throw a great bank of fine white sand on one side of the
creek; dip under the reind,eel lichen covered stonewall, below "Devil's Cave,'' skip over the boulder-strewn bed of the
creek and swing in a rainbow circle past the beautiful woods
where the artesian well, with its ever flowing mineral water
springing from the depths below, provides park visitors
with clear and cold drinking water. After peeping into
"MermaidJs Cove" below the north slope of "Reindeer
Ridge," the children of the woodland waters are separated
for a moment by a narrow strip of land, a miniature island

-turning to right and left, playing and rippling over the

sand and rocks. The waters again join where the valley
trail crosses the stream on stepping stones, and as if afraid
to romp alone they wander on with hands morle firmly clasped, hugging the weatllered Sandstone Wall from Which the
so-callted "petrified tree'J protrudes in bold relief.

Playing for a while among the great rocks that are
strewn in wild confusion around "Pocahontas' Pool'J-leisurely passing on by "Angel's Cave,'J going ever onward, they
tarry for a moment to bask in the sunshine and shadows
below "Table Rock," the Sphinx of the Ledges. With ever
increasing speed they hasten on laughing and leaping in
joyful glee as they come to the log cabin, the park custodian's lodge, that nestles on th,e bank of the stream, at the
foot of Reindeer Ridge-then murmuring a fond farewell
to the Ledges, they play for a moment along the willowlined stream, their soothing voices blending sweetest harmony with thle singing birds, as the waters of the wondrous
valley streams join and mingle with the Des Moines, the
"River of the Monks."
There are many interesting trails and paths in the
Ledges. Originally some of the paths were no doubt made
by Nature's surveyors, the cows,-others may have been Indian trails, or perhaps the game trail of elk and deer.
The ltrail appeals to the park visitor-be he tourist,
camper, fisherman, nature-lover, even poet of the outdoor
world.

The Ledges hill-trails take you where the heart of nature beats. The one along Reindeer Ridge affords a mlost
excellent view of Pease and Davis valleys-they take you
to "Inspiration Point'' above "Katina Falls" at the lower
Ledges, from which point of vantage a splendid view may be
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had of the Des Moines riv`er valley to the northwest; they
take you to ttRiverview Heights'' above the 'tOld Indian
spring,'J the wooded hills and winding river presenting a
panoramic view of' supreme splendor. The "Valley Trail,"
with its grand trees and rock-strlewn streams; weathered
caves and sculptered rocks ; shady ravines and sunny glens ;
registration b\ooths and stepping stones, is the most used
trail in the Ledges.
Along the tralls and hidden in the foliage, swinging on
the boughs to which their nests and hopes are knit, are the
woodland songsters, the little souls we love; their sweet
songs awaken lost memories, quickening the flow of the gypsy blood coursing through our veins. The lure of a trail,
whether it winds through the valley, over the hills, or into
the fern-dells of the deep woods, haunted with long shadows
and lances of golden sunlig,ht slanting earthward-it ils always enchanting, you cannot shake its wild control, the end

lays in mystery beyond the hills-and yet a trail may lead
nowhere, but who can question its fleeting, interrogative
beauty?
"Let your footsteps wander where they will-at any
time of the year, during any display of the elements, the
song of the trail is deep. And the trail is a friendly thing.
It has a naive independence, is shyly confidential, and wanderg off to become utterly lost as to time and place and destination.jJ

lt winds in graceful lines past the lair of the wolf; the
den of the red fox and the underground home of t.he woodchuck ; it pokes into remote comers of the park, wandering
blithely down the wooded slopes of little ravines, prowls
along the very edge of high stonewalls, into caves and crevices where it seeks intimately the secrets of the ancient
rocks, and suddenly vanishes into thin air.
"Such surprises it has fumished, little incidents and
dramas of wild life that remain in our memory for many
years, little views of landscape and seasonal beauty that
haunt latter days." Many birds make their home in the

Ledges, and every day is a good day to study them-true
we may see more birds on some days than others, but why
should that disappoint us? One of the most fascinating
things about field work, is its delightful uncertainty. You
never know what's ln store for you as you star`t out; you
never can tell what will happen next; surprises are always
in order, and excitement is continually whetted on the
chances of the varied chase. Then again, the fewer birds
we meet at a time the better are our chances to become intimately acquainted with their daily life. Although every
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day is a good day to study birds, not all birds can be found
at any one time or place. Some come about your camp to
tell their stories unasked. Others spring up before you as
you stroll in the meadow, "like the flowers that enticed the
feet of Proserpinle.J' Birds flit by you as you follow the
trails and woodland paths. They disport overhead at hideand-seek with the foliage as you loiter in the shade of the
forest, and their music now answers the sigh of the trleetops, now ripples an echo to the voice of the brook.
The cardinals, rose-breasted grosbeak, scarlet tanager
sing among the branches of the forest monarch ; the Baltimore oriole hangs his cradle to the drooping branches of
the largest tree, where the gentle breezes and swaying
branches can lull the baby birds to sleep; the cuckoo and
morning dove build in wild-crab and other small trees; the
brown thrasher, catbird, towhee and Indigo-bunting prefer
the thickets ; the phoebe hides its lichen covered nest under
an overhanging ledge-rock ; the blue-gray grlatcatcher and
ruby-throated hummingbird saddle their beautiful homes on
a branch ; the wood-thrush loves the deepest forest,- the Louisiana water-thrush the shady fem-covered glen and babbling brook ; the American red-start, gold-finch and yellow
warbler enjoy the willow-lined streams, and so does the

pretty Maryland yellow-throat-

"There's magic in that small birdJs note

See there he flits-a yellow throat;
A living sunbeam, tipped with wings,
A spark of light that charmls and sings

Witchery-witchery-witchery."
Along the valley trail, a pair of Maryland yellow-throats
built their pretty nest in a willow that leaned so close to
the path that anyone crossing the stream, where the stepping stones are, could easily look into the swaying nest and
see the four pretty creamy white eggs, spotted, blotched
and lined with brown and lilac of varying shades. Look"Who's coming now across the brook !

A woodland maid all robed in whiteThe leaves dance round her with delight,

The stream laughs out lbeneath her feel
Sing, merry bird, the charms complete,

"Witchery-witchery-witchery!"

An interesting bird to meet along the creek is the Belted Kingfisher, he goes a fishing up and down the stream,
while the little green heron is content to stand in the shal-
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low water for an hour at a time; the Turkey buzzard and
Red-tailed hawk, monarchs of the air, soar high above the
valley ; while the warbling blue-birds, cheerful black-capped
chickadees and saucy wren welcome us everywhere along
the tralls.
One of the familiar and interesting bird notes on a summer levening is the call of the whippoorwill. Silent during
the day their oft repeated "w-hip-poor-will, whip-poor-will,
whip-poor-willJ' may be heard far into the night.

In the fall of the year when"October frosts nave chilled the air
And turned the leaves to gold and red,''
Nature paints wonderful pictures in the Ledges valley ; the
leaves of the forest are constantly changing through the
chemistry of sunshine, air, rain and frost, from the refit,eShing green of lsummer to the gold and red of autumn; the
daily glories of sunrise are repeated at evening in the sunset glow.

The birds from the northland are arriving-slate-colored juncos, tree sparrows, white throats, white-crowned
sparrows, purple finch, red-poll linnets and wandering bands
of wax-wings.
After the leaves have fall,en it is surprising how many
bird secrets bare limbs tell-little bird homes among the
branches that you never suspected were there.
But in winter, how changed the Ledges are then! The
wild comes out-yet how silent and somber; IfePOSeful and
grand I How different from the gay abode of m.yriad brighteyed, happy-hearted campers, tourists, visitors, who but a
few short weeks before were romping like children-some
of them white headed with the burden of years, but with
the hearts of children still-others hiking along the valley
trails and paths, clambering along rock trails into caves, or
to the heights of its glorious old hills, living lives filled with
sweet content and general delight. The Ledges appeal to
the nature-lover in winter. A tramp through the valley,
along the trails and ice-bound streams, through white forest lands is interesting and full of surprisles.
Thoreau says {{though winter is represented in the almanac as an old man, facing the wind and sleet, and drawing his cloak about him, we rather think o'f him as a merry
wood-chopper, and warm blooded youth, as blithe as- summler
VAat fire could ever equal the sunshine of a winter's
day, when the meadow mice come out by the wall-s]-des, and
the chickadee lisps in the def_iles of the wood? The warmth
comes dilfeCtly from the Sun, and iS not radiated from the
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earth, as in summer; and when we feel his beams on our
backs as we are treading some snowy dell, wle are grateful
for his special kindness, and bless the sun which has followed us into that by-path."
If one would learn the innermost secrets of the wildlife in the Ledges valley, let him go forth after a snowstorm
has covered the earth with an immaculate mantle of glistening whiteness-there he will find recorded a true and exhaustive account of out-door happenings. AIong the highways, across the fields, and at the edge of the woods you
trail the familiar tracks of the little cottontail rabbit. About
the small clumps of swaying weedstalks are the prints of
cardinals, snowbirds, and red-poll linnets or we may cross
the tracks of quail.
Over the white woodland snow wind the interesting,
delicately -traced trails of the little cerod mice. At the base
of some forest tree is recorded the jump of the gray squirrel and his cousin the fox squirrel-here they searched for
acorns and nuts hidden beneath the snow. The cunning red
fox is a resident of the valley-Reynard's bark can often be
heard at night as he ranges along Reindeer Ridge, the hil1crest on which the reindeer lichen grows ; a plant that covers immense areas in the Arctic regions, but ls of rare occurrence in Iowa.
The rlecent track of the fox winding through the woods
"remind us that each hour of the night is crowded with
events." From the clean, sharp tracks left on the snow one
can readily imagine the shy red fellow daintily placing those
tireless black feet, as he roams through his favorite hunting
grounds. There is one lone wolf den in the Ledges. The
skunk is one of the handsomest animals that roam meadow
and woodland ; l~accoons are increasing rapidly ; badgers are
rarely sleen; but the oppossum can be picked up most anywhere.
The woodchuck, nature's "weather prophet," is a real
leconomisLhe escapes the hardships of winter without going to Florida or California, and at the same time stops all
expenses by simply curling up in his underground den-the
Ledges are good enough fo1~ Mr. Woodchuck. The mink,
prowler of the woods, enjoys the woodland streams ; muskrats ar,e abundant along the river, and the weasels are now
clothed in fur to match the glistening snow. The smaller
dwellers of the woods are represented by the moles, mice,
voles and shrews.
In the Ledges valley there are already signs of retuming spring. The mating moon of the great-horned owls rises
over the hills large and round, illuminating the valley with
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its golden light, casting delicate tree-tracings upon the glistening snow. The great-horned owls, the largest of our raptores often go to housekeeping in February. Soon the spirit of the gentle southwind will call,I and the robins and blue
birds will come back to us from sunny clines.
The Ledges welcome you to come to this wonderland, with
the returning birds, to witness the awakening of spring and
wildwood flowers. Then"When the bull frog tunes his drum

And th,e reel begins to humThere's gladness in the earth's awakening."
the perfume of wild crab and plum drifts through the valley ;
th-e birds are singing among the trees, and the cardinals are
calling a hearty welcome to you, your friends and the citizens of Iowa, to visit "The Ledges, Nature's Dreamland"to spend happy days in this valley of swleet restfulness ; to
roam in glen and dale along winding river and woodland
streams ; to wander among the trees of the forest; to rest
and muse among the ancient moss-covered rocks, and commune with Nature and the Spirit of the Wild.
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The Nut Tree in the Middle West
C. Martin.

The early pioneer of the Middlewest appreciated the value
of the nut trees which grew abundantly along the river bottoms. In his tiny sod hut, riding at anchor in a sea of bil1owing prairie, he knew that the stored bushels of black
walnuts and hickories would nourish him when the bitter
lash of a prairie winter drove the wallowing herds of bisoll
toward the southland. The years rolled by and the oncoming hosts lof civilization fenced the prairie. The sod hut
gave way to modern farm homes, and the nut trees were
cut to furnish pasturage for steer and hog. At that time
the fat hog and steer were considered the prime source of
fat and protein, but today a tremendously increasing population brings us to realize that the day is not far hence when
the nut tree will assert itself as a more efficient producer
of fat than its animal competitor. But the farmer is not
particularly concerned with the problems of future generations. He wishes to know the status of the nut tree today.
At present the place of the nut tree is for roadside and
pasture planting. Every rural roadside in the Middlewest
should be planted to improved varieties of black walnut
and hickory trees. These magnificent trees have a stateliness of form and a nobility of bearing which dignify and
enrich the landscape. Their esthetic value alolle would justify extensive roadside planting; but when the historical
and economic values are added they. assert their importance
so strongly that the up-to-date farmer is laying hisl plans
for the planting of his roadside. The pasture land is akc'lo
receiving consideration. Experimentation has shown that
black walnut and hickory can be grown on pasture land
without impai.ring the forage value of the land. Consequently two crops can be grown on the same area.
Undoubtedly a multitude of questions come to your mind.
What varieties? How long before they bear? How mucin
do they yield? And many others. It is not the purpose oIthis article to discuss these questions. They will be answerecl
fully in a bulletin which the Forestry Department of Iowa
State College will publish during the current year. The
purpose of this brief article is to bring your attention to a
potential source of income which is of sufficient importance
to warrant careful investigation. The nut culture movement is gaining impetus daily and its influence is being felt
throughout the entire Middlewest. The farm week pro-
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grams are including nut trees in their- list of subjects arid
soon the nut trees will achieve the importance in Midwestern agriculture which they so richly deselave.
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MarylandJs Forestry Extension

Program
F. B. Trenk, 923

Thle legal machinery creating forestry extension as we
know it today is indeed modem, yet in a strict application of
the term, extension work in forestry may well be considered
as antedating the whole agricultural extension idea. Even
before Dr. Knapp inaugurated his remarkable system among
the southem planters and agriculturists, of teaching by field
demonstrations, the old Bureau of Forestry was carrying on
activities far more along extension than administrative lines.
But the reorganization of the Forestry Service in 1905
brought about a new order, and not until the passage of the
Smith-Lever Act in 1914 were adequate plans laid for building up an efficient organization to be known as Extension
FarmJ Forestry.
This new order has put for-eStry extension directly up
to the states, and the extension organizations of the several
states are rapidly finding a place for forestry in their programs. Today, ten states are numbered among thosle who
have one or more foresters on the regular extension service
staff.

Beginning` of Forestry Extension in Maryland. The
present status of the forestry extension in Maryland is
largely the outgrowth of a meeting of State Directors of
Extension, State Foresters and State Specialists in Forestry

from the ten northeastern states-Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts, ConnecticJut, Rhode Island, New
York, New Jersley, Pennsylvania, and Maryland-assembletl
in New Haven, Connecticut, on February 22 and 23, 1923.
The legal machinery for putting Farm Forestry Extension
in practice in the states where Forestry Extension was not
held was already in leXiStenCe. It was simply a matter of
linking up forestry with the state agricultural extension
service, although this conference went so far as to recommend the employment of an agent in each woodland county
or group of counties. The conference further rlecommended
that the state program should be conducted under an agreement to be worked out jointly by the State Director of Extension and the State Forester.
That is the basis of Extension Forestry in Maryland
as it now operates. Late in 1923, an agreement was entered
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into between the Extension Director, Dr. T. B. Symons, and
the State Forester, Mr. F. W. Besley, and field work was begun. Later, during the summer of 1924, a more detailed
plan of work was agreed upon by the two organizations concerned, though the general policy remained unaffected.
Briefly, the lessential features of the present agreement
are these: Th,e State Forester details one of his assistants
as Extension Forester, his salary being paid by the state
Forestry Department. Expenses incident to field work of
the specialist are paid by the Extension Service. All work
in the field is done in cooperation with the county agents,
the same as other extension activities,-but a wider interpretation is placed on "individual service''. Making examinations of private woodlands and drawing up plans for managing such woodlands are considered as entirely within the
right of thle Extension Forester, while the marking of timher for a timber sale is wholly a matter for the State Forestry Department.
Before entering into a specific discussion of the forestry
extension program, it might not be out of place to summarize some of the condtions which have given rise to a diversifled line of work.

Extension Problems Determined by Physiography. Geologically, Maryland embraces three major regions ; the plant
life, including the forests in each of these regions, is consequently quite distinct and separate; and the forest growth
necessitates, thelfefOre, Separate SilViCultural systems of

management. The coastal plain region, embracing all of
that portion of thle state commonly known as the Eastem
Shore, and the western shore of the ch,esapeake Bay from
the mouth of the Susquehanna River southwestward to the
District of Columbia and Potomac River, is characterized by
a coastal plain sylva, chief among which are the loblolly
pine, sweet gum, pin and Spanish oak, spruce, pine, and red
maple, though practically all of these are found at higher
elevations as one proceeds southward. The Piedmont plateau,
bordering the coastal plain on the east and the Blue Ridge
Mountains on the west-a strip about one hundred miles
wide at its greatest width-is almost exclusively forested
with hardwoods lThite oaks, chestnut oats, and tulip poplar are the dominant trees, but the piedmont plateau is intensively farmed, and the woodlot forms but a very small
part of the average farm. Lastly, there are the mountain
l~anges with their intervening valleys ,-the former presenting a problem of forestry on a large scale, such as can be
carried on best only by national or state govemments; the
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latter, because of the agricultural pursuits of their owners,
presenting vyood,lot problems not so widely different from
those of the Piedmont Plateaus.
From its very geographical position, Maryland presents
a many-sided forestry problem. Its mountain ranges sup-

port a truly northern type of forest, characterized by the
white pine, black and red spruce, and hemlocks ; its warmer
Eastern Shore is a bit of a southem pinery made possible
through the abundance of loblolly pine with some shortleaved pine in mixtur\e ; while the gum-maple-oak forests of
the better drained portions of the coastal plain and Piedmont
Plateau are vastly similar in silvicultural needs to the hardwood stands of states further west and south.
The prevailing species of timber trees in each region,
then, and the varying proportions of woodland to agricu1tural land, must of necessity give rise to forestry extension
problems quite restricted to each region ; and incidentally, it
should be mentioned, the attention of farmers to fa]rm forestry is much more easily secur,ed because of more tangibl_e
financial benefits in some regions than in others. A brief
discussion of the status of each of thesle problems is the
chief purpose of this article.

The Program by Regions
The Eastern Shore. The recognition of loblolly pine as
the most valuable timber tree of the region and the adoption
of silvicultural systems to bring about pure stands producing maximum annual yields of this favored tree, underlie all
farm forestry practices. The profits which may ble had by
growing loblolly pine are quite generally recognized ; its respouse to good management is very pronounced, so that forestry extension work involving this tree is a matter of applying in a rather intensive way some fine silvicultural methods. In general, however, extension forestry work embraces
threle activities :

(a) Thinning of pure stands of pine ranging from fifteem to thirty years in age.
(b) Releasing pine seedlings from hardwood sprout
competition.
(c) Planting abandoned farm lands and cut-over lands
to two or three-year-old pine stock.
Th,e rapid growth made by loblolly pine in the coastal
plain region, its adaptabiltiy to sandy anld wom-out farm
lands, and an excellent market for its products in the form
of mine props, piling, crates, barrels, and boxes so necessary
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as containers for the truck crops of this region, all tend to
make populal` the growing of this tree. Indeed, extension
work in farm forestry finds here an almost ideal field ; and
since the inception of forestry extension in Maryland this
region has practically held the "center of the stage'' in the
work.

The Western Shore (Commonly known as Southem
Maryland). Although this region is in the coastal plain,
geologically, it is much older than th,e Eastern Shore; its
elevation is considerably higher above sea level; and its
drainage systems are much more pronounced. Thesle conditions have had a direct effect upon the forest types which
now prevail, but it should be remarked here that the existing
forest types in the region are in the main vastly different
from those which the early colonists found three centuries
ago. Settlement was begun in Southern Maryland about
1640, and it is interesting to note that in a representative
county the State Department of Forestry found 5997o of the
area wooded, yet less than 597o of the area, excluding salt
marsh, had never been broken for agricultural use. varying
economic conditions have caused the gradual abandonment
of a large percentage of land once tilled ; and at thle present
time, the percentage of folfeSted land iS On the increase.
In this process of reversion from agricultural to forested land, there has been a more or less definite ecological
succession. Almost without exception, the first tree to take
poss,ession of a field allow,ed to lie idle for a year or more is
the spruce pine (Pinus virginiana). Along several low valleys, once kept in cultivation by the use of drainage ditches,
but aband,oned when it became impossible to get labor to
keep the ditches in repair, dense stands of pure red gum or
of river birch have come in; and these constitute virtually
the only exception to the invasion of spruce pine just re-ferred to. As the spruce pine nears maturity, an under-story
of oaks and hickory come in, especially on the better-drained
area. Within the past forty or fifty years, much of the
spruce pine approaching maturity was removed, largely for
filfeWOOd, but more recently for PulPWOOd, SO that today two

main types of forest occur: pure, extremely dense, even-aged
stands of spruce pine; and mixed hardwood stands, which
may or may not be even-aged, and which are seldom of sufficient age to produce little more than railroad ties and cordwood. Stands of spruce pine may be found ranging from
seedling size to maturity.
Before arriving at a program of forestry extension in
this region, several other items had to be taken into consid-
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eration. The market for cordwood now, and for some time
past, has been very poor because of poor transportation
faciliti,es. The market for railroad ties has been but little
more promising ; and for the last fifteen years, the value of
pulpwood in one southem Maryland county has exceeded all
othel~ timber products. Except in the extrem,e southern part
of the western shore, bordering the Potomac River, where
loblolly pine occurs,, and the northern Part, bordering On the
piedmon`t plateau, there is very little timber of saw-log size.
The occurrence of an OCCaSiOnal lOblOlly pine throughout the

region in mixture with the spruce pine, and later, the hardwoods, seemed to give satisfactory assurance that, given a
chance, 1oblo11y pine would do almost as w,ell on the Westem

shore as on the Eastern Shore.
with these conditions in mind, the following phases of
forestry extension work will be emphasized in the region
under discussion :

(a)

planting recently abandoned fields tO IOblolly

pine, before the spruce pine has much of an opportunity to seed up the ground. (It would be
understood, of course, that the own`er no longer
planned to cultivate the land.)
(b)

Grading thinnings in red gum Stands.

(c)

Grading thinnings in other hardwood Stands, removing trees of inferior species and poor form.
(This applies to culled hardwood stands as Well
as to hardwoods succeeding spruce pine.)

The Piedmont Plateau. It was pointed out earlier in
this discussion that the piedmont Plateau is well developed
agricultural]y, and that the average woodlot, though small,
is always a valuable adjunct to the farm. Hardwoods of a
great variety o£ species occur, and woodlands have been Irequently culled of their more valuable timber trees. Such
conditions will naturally call for a very broad plan of extension work. while the idea of demonstrations will undoubtedly be more difficult to incorporate in Putting across good
forestry practices, the following activities will be emphasized :

(a) utilization of fuelwood, converting all dead and
down timber, lops and tops from timbered acres, unmer
chantable trees, and overtopped, suppressed, and inferior
species of trees to cordwood.

(b))

Thinnings-differing from the above in that it
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applies to stands directly in need of attention, rlegardless of
the fuelwood requirements of the home, and selection of
proper trees for felling for saw timlber in order to allow reproduction to come in and perpetuate the forest.

(c)

Plantings-introducing forest trees of desirable

species on non-timber,ed areas which are too poor to give
adequate retums from agriculture to the owner.

The Mountain Region. So far as farm forestry is concerned in this region, there is but little difference in its needs
from those of the Piedmont Plateau. The broad valleys lying between the main ranges are well developed agriculturally, and the woodland on the average farm retains about the
same relative importance, as well as being formed largely by
the same species of trees. Forestry on the steeper mountain
sides is quite evidently divorced from farm forestry in many
cases, and to the present time has been cared for by the
State Forestry Department. No extension forestry work has
as yet been started in the mountain region.
Our middle-western friends will doubtless wonder where
the fence-post project is to come in. It is no after-thought
to say that it will receive attention later. w,hile in some
communities there is a very evident need for attention to
this phase of the work, it is simply a case of attempting, as
the program now stands, to do a few things well. However, plans are under way to develop the planting of black
locust in those parts, particularly on the Eastern Shore,
where it seldom or never occurs naturally. preservation of
posts and structural timbers will likewise be an integral

part of the forestry program in Maryland in the not distant
future, but attention to the existing woodlot, and putting
waste or abandoned land to growing timber trees shall for
the present be the main lines of endeavor.
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Letters from a Forester in Summer
Camp .
Stambaugh, Mick.
June 12, 1924.

Dear Doc :

well, I guess maybe you didn't expect to hear from ire SO

soon after I left Ames but there is a reason-we are here
waiting for transportation out to camp. We reached this
place at eleven this moming and thought that a truck
would be here to take us right out, but here it iS two P. m.
and no truck !
I'm glad I brought my Corona along as I know you would
never be able to read my writing if I had to use my pen.
IJm sitting in the box-car that is used as a station and holding the Corona on my lap.

There is a river right alongside the track that is as red aS
rust. It is called Iron River and is well named. There are
a dozen iron mines within five miles of this town and they
all pump their surplus water into this stream. We climbed
the hill back of the station just after lunch to visit one of
these mines but they wouldn't let us go down the shaft. The
miners' clothes and faces were plastered with red rust from
th,e ore until they all looked like Indians. We went through
all the,engine shops and inspected the machines used to hoist
the men and the ore. Very interesting.
We were told that our camp is to be on Lake Hagerman
about twelve miles out of town on road No. 73, and that the
fishing is good I

It has started to rain so I will close for this time. There
is another town just a mile from here but I guess this will
be our permanent address so you can write me here. More
next time.
Your pal,
((Slim.,,

Ames Foresters' Camp,
Stambaugh, Mick.
June 15, 1924.

Dear Doc:
You can be glad you are taking such a simple course as
M. E. where you will always be living in a house, and besides that always living in a town. How would you like tt,

walk a half mile thru the mud to get a drink of water? It,
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rains awfully easily up here but who wants to drink rainwater? And who wants to sleep in wet blankets?
We had rain in less than an hour after we reached camlt
the other day and you- should have seen us trying to get up
tents to cover our supplies. We did get up two tents to
sleep in and I guess we were all so tired that night that
we didn't notice how hard the ground felt. Believe me it
don't make a very go`od mattress, especially if there are a
few little bumps and hollows that don't fit the bumps and
hollows of the human anatomy.
The last of the stragglers came to camp yesterday and
there are twenty of us in five big army squad-tents. These
tents are big enough for eight men each so you see we have
plenty of room to stretch out at night. We have cut about
five tons of balsam and hemlock boughs for our beds so it
begins to look like pleasant dreams even if we do have rain
every day.
We killed a porcupine last night just a few rods from
camp. The men at the lumber camp near here tell us that,
the porcupines will chew our shoes if they can get at them.
Sounds like bunk to me. I dont think even a porcupine
could relish some of the shoes in this camp !
We were on a nice little hike yesterday and if our comiI`.g
hikes are thru the same kind of trails you' can expect to witness the remarkable phenomena of a welb-Tooted human
when I get back to school in the fal1!! We traversed ten
miles of swamp in the short space of a three-mile hike! At
least it seemed like wle covered ten miles and it certainly was
9097o swamp.

I can easily understand where all those mos-

quitoes came from that were in my tent the first night.

These swamps should be able to produce easily four tons of
mosquitoes to the acre I
Going to town this afternoon to see what the attraction
is at the Candy Land soda fountain. More later.
Yours,
(<Slim.,,

Ames Foresters' Camp,
Stambaugh, Mich.

June -, 1924.
Dear Doc:

You asked what our program was for a day and now that
I have been on flunkey duty a couple times and on the wood
detail a couple times I can give you a fair idea of what
happens.
Ed, our chef, gets going about 5 a. m. and after he gets
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the fire started he calls his helpers or the flunkeys for that
day and things get under way for breakfast. Lunches full
noon are also prepared and all sacked up ready for the dav's
hike. About 6 a. m. the polar Bears take their morning
plunge to which they are welcome so far as I am concerned.
From the noise they make they either enjoy it or else the.vare trying to make the rest of us believ,e they like it. prof.
Jeff is a charter member of the organization and is learning
to dive. At least I think he is learning to dive because evelJy
few minutes you can hear a splalsh like the woolworth Buildlng falling into Hudson River.
At 6 :30 the first general alarm sounds and if you get up
then you have plenty time to go down to the lake, wash up,
clean your teeth and comb your hair before t'first call''
which comes at 6:55 but most of the gang waits for that
ttfirst calP before they get out of bed and then they can
easily qualify for the track team the way they rush to get
to the table.
Breakfast is served at 7 or`as soon as Ed yells 'fcome and
get
it" it
and
never you
yet had
to make
good his
to
'fgive
to he
thehas
dogs".
remember
I never
didthreat
care to

get up for breakfast there at school but up here I will soon
be able to challenge the world when it comes to shredded
wheat, toast, bacon and coffee and be ready for seconds b}7
the time Ed brings in the second platter of toast. The
flunkeys have to rustle to get things cleaned up in time to
start for the woods at 8 but the rest of us only have to ge+.
our. pole-books or perhaps the instruments we will use in
CrulSlng.

From 8 till 5 we are in the woods or on the hike, except
for an hour at noon when we stop for lunch which consists
of a Couple of sandwiches (one of which is bound to be peanut-butter) , an apple and some cookies or cake. we` ,st;Edy
timber growth, Jogging operations, milling, or railroad don-struction, or perhaps we will do some timber estimating
with some mapping or surveying. It all is diversified enough
so that no one thing becomes monotonous and at 5 we are
back in camp for a swim and a rest before suppler or if the
supply of wood has become depleted we locate a dead tree,
fell it, buck it up into lengths I;hat can be carried, br.iing it
to camp and cut it up into stove lengths and pile it pear
the cook-tent.
Supper comes at 6 p. m. and boy you may have seen a\ngry
mobs in the movies but you never did see such a concerted
attack upon a poor defensleless victim as is launched upon
Ed's cooking at six bells I. If you think it is impossible for
a man to eat sixteen slices of bread with gravy, the only way
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I can prove it to you iS for you tO come On uP and have Sup-

per with us some night when the hike has been long and
the gravy is nice and thick!
After supper we build uP a Cheery blaze and all sit around
the camp-fire and either try to outdo Paul Bunyon or listen
to storiles of his past performances. Some of the fellows
walk down to wells camp which iS about a quarter mile
down the road and where it is possible to buy smokes, gum
and candy bars. Also there are a number Of lumberjacks
down there who are always willing to swap yarnS Or tell of
the old days when there Was Plenty of pine left in this
section. we have three boats at our disposal and each .night
some of the gang can be seen enjoying a little exercise at
the oars. occasionally we have some Foresters' Anthem.s
accompanied by prof. coville on the uke but most of the
singing in camp emanates from Tent No. 1 where Lundy
swings a mean pick on the mandolin and the sweet Sad
strains of l'The Baptist Sunday School" or the plaintive lilt
of tlMy Wife and Policeman Six Feet" melt into the hal-mony of the rallying call of the family Of loons across the
lake.

Nearly all lights are out before ten and mosquito netting
is arranged and pleasant dreams are the finishing touch tO
another active day.
we started a crap game one evening but the total capital
represented in the game was only seven cents sO you See the
session did not last long. Another night we tried tO get a
game of bridge going but had difficulty in finding four Playerg and at that the fourth man thot it was all the same as
500 I Needless to state the encounter Was Of Short duration.
we get up early tomorrow to drive over into Wisconsin
so me for the blankets. More later.
Your pal,
(fSlim.,,

Ames Foresters' Camp,
Stambaugh, Mich.

July -, 1924.

Dear Doc:
I wish you could come uP here for a Visit While we are
camped here. I'm sure you would like it,. I like the country
better each week and IJm beginning to wonder Whether I
shall care to go back to SChOOl when the camp closes. TheI.'e
are over 200 lakes within fifty miles Of here and there lS
good fishing in nearly all of them. They have wonderful
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highways ill all directions from this town. we took a nice
little drive ln a Dodge touring car with Mr. Wells, the logglng superintendent last week while he made his weekly
tour of inspection of other operations in which his company
ls interested. All the men ln our tent made the trip. we
started at 5:30 and drove to ontollagOn On Lake Superior
about 95 miles from camp. we stopped at the various
camps along the way and also visited a copper mine near
Bruce's Crosslng. .We saw several deer near the highwa.y
lag we were returning. At Ontonagon we visited the fish
market on the docks and also a big paper-pulp plant.
We had a very enteltainiIlg Visitor in Camp One evening
last week, a Mr. Selden who was one of the first white men
Who ventured into this part of the state when Indians were
ln possession Of the COuntry.

Mr. Selden was prospectillg

for iron ore and located the first mine in the region and is
still heavily interested in iron mining here. Incidentally
we learned .that the smartest man in the employ of the iron
mines here lS a mechanical engineer who graduated at Ames
in 1906, so there is a chance for you here after you finish.
We have started our survey in the township south of us
a,nd before we leave here we will have cruised, estimated
and mapped the entire area. About four days each week
\ will be put in on this work until we finish and that will be one
of the real accomplishments of this camp.
We are developing some real champions at pitching horseshoes these evenlngs. so far the laurels belong to Ed aTld
Prof. Coville but some pf the students are becoming proficient too. Punk put a rlnger on the hound's nose last night.
He should have yelled "Timber" when he shot. The dog has
recovered sufficiently to be able to inspect the garbage can
today so his time goes on without any reduction.
We visited a look-out tower last sunday but there had
been a rain the night before so the guard did not have to
stay on the job. Not bad, is it? when it rains you can lav
pff. They get $3.50 per day for all sunshlne days so I ima±-lne t+ey pray for fair weather! There were a number of
warnlng placards posted about the tower urg,ing extreme
caution with camp-fires, matches and cigarettes.
That same day we found more strawberries and blueberries thgrn we could eat. I certainly am fond of wild
strawberries. Never had found them anywhere in such
quantities.
t{Shorty", the clear Lake mariner, left his pipe and tobacco pouch somewhere in the woods again yesterday for
the umpsteenth time. Guess he must have started another
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excavation ip his search for Indian relics and probably
buried his pipe and tobacco during the operation.
Next week we are to drive to Iron Mountain to visit one
of Ford's saw-mills. More later.
Your pal,
(Slim.,,

Ames Foresters' Camp,
Stambaugh, Mick.
July -J 1924.

Dear Doc:
We have just visited a logging operation over in wiscollsin, you see the state line is only a few miles from camp.
This outfit was engaged in cutting all the merchantable logs

for a furniture factory and as a by-product they were taklng the small stuff for railroad ties. They have a small tie
mill at camp and as there is a good market for hardwood
ties at present they are realizing quite a neat profit from
material that in many cases would be wasted.
Nothing so remarkable about the mill itself but they have
one most peculiar laborer who is known locally as t<Barefoot

Charley" from his habit of going about his work without
shoes or sox! He was engaged in rolling the logs down the
rollway to the saw-carriage and was extremely dexterous
with the cant-hook. It developed that during his spare time
he is somewhat of a trapper and was real anxious that we
all stop at his home and inspect his collection of wild-life.
Qf course that made a hit with all of us so we accepted his
lnv.itation. He had several foxes in a large wire cage and
a slzeable family of tame skunks but the prize of the collection was a black bear which had been caught in a monstrous
trap a couple of weeks previous and which was still unable
to use the foot that had been held by the heavy steel springs.
The poor creature seemed reconciled to the possibility o±`
spending the remainder of his life chained up to a post in
the front yard. He did not seem interested in having his
likeness reproduced by our cameras but nevertheless we took
a number of pictures of him. The skunks were not so paI'ticular and one of Charley's daughters obligingly held a pair
of the woods pussies while the camp photographers did their
stuff. The foxes seemed intent on running up their mileage
record and must have covered at least twenty miles in as
many minutes round and round thelr cage.
There seems to be no very strict regulation as to disposal
of brush in logging operations in wisconsin and the land
that was Jogged off last winter is a dreary looking wilder-
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ness of stumps and dead tops. This of course constitutes a
fire hazard besides leaving a whale of a job for anyone that
might want to clear the land for farming. Of course the
land is not very adaptable fold farming because so much Of
it is rocky but where there is any depth to the soil it is very
fertile and this whole section of the country is called "Cloverland" because red and white clover both grow along the
roadside or in the clearings in some places coming up sO
thick that it looks like some of our best clover fields thel®e
around Ames. Timothy hay also comes up with the Clove1®
and it would appear to be a good country for dairying althO
we havenjt seen a dairy in our tl~ips around. That reminds
me of the farmers from whom we obtain the milk supply for
the camp: a couple of old bachelors who have a small farm a
few miles from camp. They have a nice, big, comfortable
house on the farm but there are no curtains for any of the
windows! They thot curtains would look too much like
there might be women around the place and they therefore
do without. They have six or eight cows and in the morning the herd is tulmed Out tO gO tO the timbe1~, each COW With

a bell strapped to its neck. In the evening, when milking
time approaches, one of the men strikes off into the woods
in the direction of the jingling bells but occasionally the
cows take a notion to rest just when they should be coming
home and when the bells are quiet the herd is as difficult
to locate as a loaned necktie in a fraternity house. Less
than a mile from their house and near the bank of the Bru'le
River is a small Indian burying ground. Each grave is covered with a small hut which looks like a dog kennel being
three feet high and just the shape of the grave. We were
told that when the Indians lived here they built these huts
of cedar bark but now pine boards are used which obviates
the necessity of frequent replacements.
our camp relic-hunter promises to look into the matter of
possible treasure in the locality of these burial grounds so
we may have some material to add to the museum on the
top floor of Central when we return.
It is too bad that Ames does not have a racing Crew because we uncovered the makings of a wonderful rowing
team the other evening. you remember I told you we had
the use of some boats. Eight of the gang decided to take a
trip to the end of the lake and of course there are Only two
oars to each boat so they requisitioned the spades and showels from the equipment tent and with their improvised paddles made the two mile cruise tO the Outlet in six minutes
passing two motor boats on the way I
one evening the transit was being used to watch a heron
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in a tree on the other side of the lake, a distance of about a
half mile. There is a little cabin on an island near the
other shore used as an over-night camp by folks from town
and one of the men took a shot at the island with the transit and immediately got a boat at the dock and rowed over.
He did not return until ten-thirty SO We assumed that the
Kiwanis Club must have been in Session Over there that.
evening.
Must close for tonight.

Your pal,

f<Slim.,,

Ames Foresters' Camp,
stambaugh, Mich.
August 10,1921-.

Dear Doc:

we have been globe-trotting this Week. Prof. MacDonald
is here with his big Buick and We have made three trips
which took a day each. on Thursday we drove tO Phelps,
wisconsin, on North Twin Lake to visit a saw-mill and ac.-'ld
plant. It was a charming location and a Very complete
outfit but the odor at the wood distillation or acid plant was
none too sweet.

The managers Were very COurteOuS tO uS,

allowing us to gO all thru the place and the workers in the
mill let uS try our hand at some Of the work of handling logs
and lumber. The mill was a single head-saw and Single resaw affair but they put out a heap of lumber in a day.
on saturday our six-car cavalcade made the run tO the
caspian mine which is just down the river from Stambaugh.
our party was split into two sections and each Section made
a complete tour of the underground WOrking.S Of One Of the

largest iron mines here in company with a mine Captain and
a shift boss. There was a complete electric railway used
to haul the ore from the Various Parts of _the mine tO the
main shaft. A stream of water ran along each side of the
track on its way to the lowest mine level where a pump stalion forces the water to the ground level some four or five
hundred feet above. They told us the number Of hundred
gallons of water that Was forced tO the top each minute but
it has left me all ready. We were Impressed With i,he
amount of timber used daily as mine props and timbers and
the kinds of timber that was preferred. Tamarack (larch)
is the favorite and two carloads are used daily. One man
was busy all the i,ime pushing a flat car of props and tim-
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bers to some part of the mine. some time when you think
you need a vibrator treatment just take the job of driller
in an iron mine and hang on to an air drill all day. I felt
like I had been thru a swedish massage when I tried to
operate a drill for a couple minutes.
We had been advised to wear slickers while underground
and the fellows who were not so clothed found their clothes
plenteously smeared with red rust when we again reached
the surface. Water seeps thru the ceilings or roofs of all
the lower levels. We were each given a miner's lamp to use
while below and they were so handy that most of us put-chased them for a souvenir of the visit.
Next week we go to Niagara, Wisconsin, to visit a paper
mill. Tell you something about it next time.
Your pal,
I(Slim.,,

Ames ForlestersJ

c#£#:

Stambaugh,
Dear Doc:

August 24, 1924.

This is probably the last you will hear from me unless we
decide to stop over in Chicago on the way back to Ames as
camp closes this week.
We had a very interesting trip to Niagara, Wisconsin,
and to Iron Mountain, Mich., while prof. MacDonald w¬',s
here. The paper plant at Niagara is called the safest mill
of its kind in the country. No one has been hurt in their
mill in the la.st eighteen months! we followed the progress
of the stock from the mill-pond where the logs start into the
mill clear thru to the callender where the paper comes out
all ironed smooth amd glossy.
Briefly, the process consists in removing the bark, chipping the wood block.s, .cooking the chips, stirring or beating

this cooked mass, mlxlng and thinning with water and runming the mixture over belts alld Presses extracting the water and thru more rollers, finally they produce a long wide
ribbon of paper. Rolls of this paper are run thru more 1^Ollers, some heated and others cold until the finished product
is the high grade glossy magazine paper. This particuk`.l'
plant sends their paper to the Red Book magazine and it
produces or reproduces the photo section.
At Iron Mountain we were taken thru one of Ford's sat,Vmills and body plants. To give you an idea as to the size of
this plant: five hundred men are busy all the time just
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sweeping up the various workshops! They told us that we
would be able to carry away in our hands all the material
that is wasted there in a day and I guess we could because
there was nothing wasted! The pieces of scrap wood al'e
sent to the wood distillation plant to be converted into wood
alcohol and the other products of that industry While the
sawdust is mixed with oil and used as fuel for the boilers.
you would enjoy going thru their power plant. The boilers
are four stories high and we climbed to the top to see how
the sawdust and oil were fed in and to watch the burning
fulel drop down the length of those four stories. These
boilers supply heat for a battery of forty-eight dry kilns in
which the wood or lumber is seasoned in one-sixth the time
required for air seasoning.
Every piece of wood that goes tO make uP the body Of a
Ford is cut and trimmed in this plant including the handles
for tire-pumps.
The plant has its own fire department and a Call wa,s
answered at the wood distillation plant while we were the1®e.
we passed by the fire station on our way out and the fil'emen wlere occupying their idle moments by painting the
window sash for an addition to the plant which is now under construction.
we have taken several field trips the last week studying
botany with Dr. Pammel who recently joined uS in Ou-±~

work. we found thirty-one varieties of plants and flowers
on one trip right near camp. Also we leam,ed that there iS
a quantity of edible mushrooms in the shaded woods and
we have enjoyed a couple side-dishes of mushrooms.

On one

trip thru a swamp we found some most peculiar shaped
plants with stems and leaves forming Cups Or Pitchers tile
plant being called pitcher-plant. Another very beautiful

flower found in the swamp was the lady slipper. I seTTit
some of each of the last two home and the pitcher plant supvived the trip nicely.
we were challenged to a game of baseball by a boys' camI,
over on another lake but when we looked over the possi-

bilities we found we had men for the Pitching and managing but we were very short on some of the non-essentials
such as a catcher and several infielders and outfielders.
Neither did we have equipment SO We Were forced tO Call Off

the proposed match.
we should be back in Ames about Monday so I shall hope
to see you in a couple days.

Your pal,

(|Slim."
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Pawl Bunyan and His Blue Ox, Babe
By C. W. Martin -

American mythology has
no epic hero whose deeds and
achievements can in any way
compare with the exploits of

the great Pawl Bunyon, the
patron saint of the foresters.
His fame rests secure in the
tales of the thousands of
leather-throated lumberjacks
who worked under the great
pawl during the bonanza
days of the great forests.
pawl was a dyed-in-thewool American, bom in the
northem part of Maine late
in the seventeenth century.
His father was a Pioneer,
having been the man who
built the Mayflower and took
passage on the gallant ship
when it brought its precious
cargo

lot

discontents

ho1-Se thieves tO the

and
freC`

shores of America. By nalure, the elder Bunyon was
much opposed to the type of
men who wore boiled shirts
and posed for Arrow collar advertisements. He swore that
no son of his should ever develop into a SOCial Pussy Willow

and besmirch the escutcheon of a family who boasted of the
longest prison record of any family in Merrie England. Consequently he built a bough bed for his infant and Placecl
pawl to bed in the northeast forty each night. As Pawl was
an imaginative child, he used to vision terrible ogres and
blood-curdling Indians in the darkness Of the forest and in
his sleep he would roll and toss as he dreamed Of fighting
off packs of howling wolves. Despite his restless slumber
pawl grew at a prodigious rate in the invigorating air of the
balsam forest. At four weeks of age he had grown a full
beard and each evening he destroyed twenty acres of balsam
and white pine in his fretful slumber. The conservationist
became alarmed at the rapid destruction of the virgin forest
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and ordered the elder Bunyon to find some other place for
his lusty infant to slumber. consequently a floating cradle
was built and anchored in the bay of Fundy. This move
failed to bring reli,ef from trouble. The timber was no longer
destroyed, but the lives of the people along the coast were
Jeopardized lby the seventy-five foot tides caused by Paw1's
rocking about in.his cradle. Furthermore, th,e sea was so
rough that all coastwise shipping was held up and the British fleet was summoned to come up and drive pawl from his
cradle., They came up seven strong and filled seven broadsides at long range. pawl naturally was frightened and he
leaped from his cradle and swam ashore. His leap caused
such a tremendous wave that the seven frigates were sunk.
This was indeed a misfortune, but British history tells us
the damage was settled by commandeering the cradle, which
contained enough ]umbel~ for seven more frigates.
Like many others of our famous men, little is known
of Pawl's youth. It is not until he became of age that we
hear of him again. On his twenty-first birthday the elder
Bunyon called Pawl to his side and presented him with a
cerulean blue ox, which was affectionately ham,ed Babe.
Pawl then told his father that he was about to stet out in the
world to seek his fortune. The old man gave pawl his blessing and the youth set out heavy-hlearted with his blue ox
Babe tucked under his arm.
It might be well to digress from our narrative for a moment and tell more about the blue ox. He was by no means
an ordinary ox. He was bom on the 29th of F,ebruary,
which may account for his leaping far in advance of his
fellow bovines. At any rate, his size was tremendous. one
time when Pawl wanted to buy a special harness for his pet
he had to call on one of his old sailor friends to figure out
his girth. This was accomplished by using the same reckonings as are used in great circle sailing. Babe's feet were
also of heroic proportions. Each time he was shod it was
necessary to open up a new iron mine. Another unique feature that was common only to Babe was the annual shedding
of his horns.
Now that we have a clear-cut impression of pawl and
Babe we will be able to appreciate more fully how pawl accomplished some of his almost unbelievable tasks. one of
the most noteworthy accompishments that we owe to this
great man was the building of the sourdough road from
Alaska to Mexico. During the winter of the blue snow, PawI
was logging Totem poles in Alaska. Affairs were getting
desperate. Every day six feet of snow fell and at last Pawl
threw up his hands in despair. For the first time in his life
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he was forced to give up to the elements. He called into
council Sourdough pete and asked him if he could make a
road of biscuit dough from Alaska to Mexico. Pete replied

that he was not afraid to tackle anything but his motherin-law and the next morning the great Hegira of Paw1's
camp began. Each day Pete prepared his dough and each
day another parallel of latitude lay behind them. Finally
Mexico was reached and today you can still see the monument of PawlJs sagacity and pete's culinary skill. This
great highway is often termed the Rocky Mountains, but I
am sure that anyone who has ever tasted a six day old souldough biscuit will agree that the consistency and t,exture of
that biscuit is the same as the material from which the
Rocky Mountains are made.
There is another incident connected with pawl's work
in Mexico that winter that is of world-wide interest. During
the latter part of March Pawl's crew became dissatisfied.
They had fallen under the romantic influence of old Spain
and they wanted shirts which would rival in brilliancy and
design the shirts of the peons with whom they were associated. Consequently, Pawl sent Brimstone Bill, Bable's
chauffeur, to the aurora borealis to get some especially
fancy colors. Bill set out with the Babe and two gr,eat kegs
for the paint. Everything went along well. Bill received a.
great quantity of striped and plain colored paints and was
nearing the completion of his homeward journey when
Babe became frightened at a contour cat that happened to,
caper across his path. With a tremendous bellow he began
to paw the ground and weave from side to side. Brimst;one.
tried in vain to stop his charge. Gentle persuasion failing,
he truculently addressed the ox with all the passion and eloqulence of the author of the "Mule SkinnerJs Dictionary''-a
book that is noted for its forceful adjectives. Babe would
not be quieted and when his fright had run its course a
great gorge, blazoned with a myriad of fascinating colors,
yawned, where previously there had been a dreary waste of
sapd and cactus. Today people from many lands make pilgrlmages to that spot and it is knolun throughout the world
as the Grand Canyon of the colorado.
Pawl and his blue OX are responsible for many of our
great scenic wonders herle in America and it is with regret
that I aml not allowed the space to relate how he built the
Mississippi River and heated the geysers of the yellowstone.
These will without doubt be published in some future edition
of the Fomester, together with character sketches of different members of Pawl's crew and other information conceming Pawl's camps and Jogging operations.
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Jackson's Hole Elk
I. HowelI

It is very unusual for a National Forest to receive an appropriation without asking for it. But this year, while Col.
w. B. Greeley was on his western tour, he Stopped at Jackson, wyoming, the headquarters of the I,eton National Forest and Government Feeding Station tor elk, to inqulre
about the much agitated park Extension and other business.
Before September 15, when the hunting season opened, Supervisor McCain received notice that he had SuffiffiCient
funds for the establishment o±` twenty men on game patrol
work for the length of the hunting season.
The men were to watch for illegal hunting, Such aS the
using of dogs for tracking, using traps or deadfalls, the using of 22 highpower rifles and poaching. Poaching for elk
teeth, meat or the lust to kill has been the greatest problem
to solve. It is usually very hard to obtain witnesses and the
evidence against a poacher, unless a game warden or officer
was present at th-e act. In 1923 a certain person was tried
before a court for the killing and selling of seventeen elk,
and wanton killing of three mountain sheep, which were left
to rot with the heads. This case was thrown out of court
through a technicality. Conclusive 6vidence is the main object of the patrol and game warden against the poacher.
The elk used to range the lOdgePOle pine forests in herds
of two hundred or more and was an easy animal to hunt,
but now, through the hard brought education of the white
man, the small herds of twenty or more break uP into twos
and threes. Thte bulls range wide and travel very SWiftly
from place to place. He has learned not to bugle, as that
gives his position away.
when the hunting season closes the elk begin to drift out
of the hills and into Jackson to the winter feeding grounds.
The elk used to use the high Wind swept ridges for the Winter feeding grounds, but since the hills are grazed by cattle
in th,e summer and the meadow lands are taken up as hay
ranches the elk has but only to starve. They endeavor to
get at the hay that the rancher has put up, but are.repulsed
by high pole fences. The situation became so serious that
many of them died and it was feared that they would become
extinct, and big-game hunting was the stock-in-trade for the
dude ranches.
The Forest Service and the Biological Survey made a
study of the situation and through combined efforts a feed-
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ing station was established on a marsh, a little east of Jackson. The station consists of a hay ranch capable of producing about eight hundred tons of wild hay, but this is not
enough to feed some 20,000 elk that come down in the winter. The object is to save the weaker members. These are
separated from the herd and placed in a corral and carefully
fed. In doing this, many bull calves are saved, for it seems
that the mortality among the bulls is greater than the heifers. The old bulls will fight any of the others when they
have a morsel of hay; in fact, the calves usually are not able
to get much hay unless it is well scattered.
Elk are very crafty and can go thru the forest without
making very much noise, but if frightened and running it
sounds as if a herd of cattle is passing. If it were not for
the white patch on the elkJs trousers, it would be very difficult to see them in the forest. In the winter the bulls are
as tame as kittens. They, can be fed by hand and even petted, but in the spring, when the snow is melting on the hills,
and hand feeding is tried, all that is seen of the formerly
tame elk is a white streak darting away. The natives of the
Hole will say that an elk can not be tamed Or trained, aS they
have tried it.
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Straight Dope about Our Club
Charles H. Greef

It is generally conceded now, that the name of the club
of Foresters is not the Forestry Club, but the Forestry PEP
club. P,ep is a big part of it, indeed, PEP has put it whel-e
it is now. This`;-PEP is evident all the year 'round. It starts
in the fall with the annual Camp Fire. Some clubs have
mixers, some have smokers, but only the Forest6rs can have
their Campfifire. At it, ,each fall, new friendships are made,
old one
mewed, and the Forestry group renewed and revigorat
or another year. Here "Prof" and
I mingle
e acquainted. From then on al
itends in
Forestryl
Club meetings are he1

r¥ two w

the yea1.

and -_---_
some
-_-__v_-`O~+
meetings
\I--\/8,'
the±+I+.\J> \|\|\r
® * It
-\| is
\*J th,
too.'!
licy of the
club to combine businesS``\and pleasure, so accordingly they
have a carefully selected lspeaker at nearly all ineatingS.
These speakers are chosen from. various fields, but they are
_--_

#¥yaytselrueg g[hfoo±ealV£SIOa¥3tsFipnegopolfe¥,alaunedfg#r~stthoemCsl?bo-I oTthhee¥
sections of our own country ; of the various problems a Forester meets with in the field, and how to cope with them.
After these interesting events once in a while, when the
social committee has been active -enough, the club is favored
with "red hots and Forester coffee''. Many a Jack ftDemp-
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sey" has been discovered when the "gloves" come forth after
the eats.
Due to its PEP and fellowship the club participates heavily in activities. At the present time there is an investigation going on to determine whether or not the club is in a
position to petition for a charter of Xi Sigma Pi, the honorary Forestry fraternity. Such things are very beneficial
to the club and to the school.
Last year the club was awarded an honor of singular merit
when the I. A. F. C. convention was held here. It had never
been in thte middle west before and you may be sure that
the Foresters did their "durndest" in putting it over. There
were in attendance several delegates from th,e far east and
westem schools. Here they were acquainted with the prob1ms which confront the middle west Foresters, with whom
they exchanged vi,ews.
The club is very active on the campus and you may be
sure that any time anything happens the Foresters are right
there. In V,eishea, the annual all-college celebration, the
Foresters' sideshow has been the talk of the campus for
several years. These shows are not of one type, but reflect

th,e versatility of the Foresters, for they range from bathing
beauty choruses to melodrama of the far West.
Last year the Foresters set another precedent on the campus here when they brought forth th,eir club pin or insignia.
These pins were cast from a die made after a desigrl by a
Forester, I. T. Bode. They are wom either as a cha]m or
as a fob. Tinese pins and the usual "stag" shirt indelibly
identify every Forester.
At the Ag barbecue each fall the Foresters' booth is busy
dispensing "graft" of som.e type. This past fall the club, in
connection with the central committee, staged a rodeo, supplying all the riders, who rode more or less.
Each year when the pledges of Alpha Zeta, the honorary
Agricultural fratemity, are listed, several of the Foresters
are so honored.
The Ames Forestry PEP club is growing better and better
each year. Its scope of activities is enlarging; it is helping
its members, and benefiting its school.
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Examiner located on the Sitgreaves National Forest at HQlbrook, Arizona, for some time. At present he is Deputy
Forest Supervisor on the same forest.

o9Banion, A. C. For a number of years after finishing
the Forestry course, he taught in a high SChOOl in Minnesota.
At present he is County Agent at Park Rapids, Minnesotew
olmsted, R. A. At present time he iS in Charge Of a Prune
and walnut ranch at Dundee, Oregon.

Richmond, H. M. Entered govemment employ upon gradnation on the Minnesota National Forest. Latel~ transferred
to the Arapaho National Forest in Colorado as Forest Examiner. At present he is in private business at Cass Lake,
Minnesota.

smith, w. A. Accepted a position in government forestry
work on finishing college. He continued in government
work fo1~ Several years, but at Present iS in Private Work.
Truax, T. R. After finishing the Forestry course, was employed as Instructor and Assistant Professor for a number OI-I
ylears in the Fol~estry Department at the Iowa State ColI,ege. At the entrance Of the United States into the war, I_e
accepted a temporary assigrlment at the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin, where he has remaimed since that time. He is now engaged in investigative
work with that laboratory.
1913

Baxter, L. I. On graduation he did not take uP Prolessional Fol^estry work. At present he is on a la.rge farm at
Galva, Iowa, where he has assisted Our Extension Forester
in putting on demonstrations fo1^ the farmers Of his locality.
clark, H. B. Mr. Clark did not enter Professional Forestry work on graduation. For several years was conneCteCI
with an insurance company at sioux City, Iowa. At present
he is president and Manager of the Sioux-White Motor Company of that place.
Hense1, R. L.

On leaving college, Mr. Hensel accepted a

g'overnment position, connected with range management on
the National Forest. He continued in this government Work
for a number of years and late1^ accepted a POSitiOn aS Pro-
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lessor of Range Management at the Kansas Agricultural
College at Manhattan.
Ringheim, H. L. On leaving colllege, Mr. Ringheim accepted a position with a lumber company in Saskatchewan,
Canada, where he has been employed since that time. At
present he`is Traveling Superintendent of the Monarch Lumber Company at Elrose, Saskatchewan, Canada.

Steffen, E. H. Entered government forestry work immed]'ately after graduation. Spent several years on grazing investigations on National Forests in the northwestern part
of the country. Since about 1919 has been head of the Departm,ent of Forestry, State College of Washington, at Pullman, Washington.

Watts, L. F. Entered Govemment Forestry work in the
west after finishing the Forestry course. Has continued in
the employ of the U. S. Forest Service since that time. At
present is Forest Supervisor in charge of the Idaho National
Forest of about one million acres, located at McCall, Idaho.
1914

Hassel, W. C. Employed in government forestry work jn
Minnesota and the west for a number of years after gradua.tion. At present he is Superintendent of Schools at Salem,
Iowa.

Hayes, R. W. Soon after graduation Hayes accepted a
forestry position with the U. S. Indian Service. For a mum.-

ber of years he was Forest Supervisor of that Service. Later
was with a lumber company for a short time, but left this
work to become Lagging Engineer at large for the Indian
Service in the southwest, with headquarters at Albuquerque,
New Mexico. At present he is Assistant Professor of Forestry at the Colorado Agricultural College, Ft. Collins, Colorado.

Nagel, W. M. Entered government work at Missoula,
Montana, on graduation. Was engaged in reforestation work
for several years. Later assigned to the Bitter Root National Forest. At present Forest Examiner of the Bitter
Root National Forest in Montana, Hamilton, Montana.
schreck, R. G. Passed the Civil Service examination for
the I. S. Forestry Service upon graduation. Spent several
years as Forest Assistant and Examiner on the Superior
National Forest in northle]m Minnesota. Since about 1918
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Foresters in Colorado, 1916.
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Foresters in Oregon in 1916.
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Rumbaugh, W. R. After graduation,was employed with
the Davy Tr-ee Surgery Company, later with the P. S. Phelps
Tree Surgery Company, later was connected with the F. A.
Robinson Landscape Company of Des Moines, Iowa, and resigned this position to take employment with the Everett
Nursery Company of Chicago. At present is looking after
farming intelfeStS at Collins, Iowa.
Stokes, R. R. Took a position with a lumber company at
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. At present Woods Foreman for the
Edward Rutledge Timber Company at Coeur dJAlene, Idaho.
1917

Hartman, G. B. After returning fI'Om Service in France
Mr. Hartman was employed with the Long-Bell Lumber
Company of DeRidder, Louisiana. At present he is Plant
Superintendent for that company at the same location.

Henry, Allen S. For several years after graduation was
in charge of the Pole and Timber Preservation Work of the
Northwestern Bell Telephone Company, with district headquarters at Omaha, Nebraska. Recently resigrled this POSi-

lion to go into private business.
Iowa.

419 6th St., Sioux City,

Veach, C. H. After graduation he was engaged in landscape architecture work in Iowa. At present he is teaching
in a high school at Park River, North Dakota.
1918

Davis, E. M. For a short period after graduation was employed as an Inspector and Foreman of a creosoting plant of
Eppinger and Russell Company. Later was employed as Tie
Inspector for the Erie Railroad in the east. For a short
period employed by the Thomas A. Edison Company as an
Inspector and later accepted a position with the Long-Bell
Lumber Company in Louisiana. At present is employed at
U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, as
Assistant Wood Technologist in the section of Industrial Investigations.
Hadlock, F. D.

Cia leaving Iowa State College, Hadlock

was employed as a tie buyer for the westem Tie and Timber Company. Later resigned to accept a position as Development Engin-eel of the Western Electric Company, where
he now has charge of the dry kiln operations of that con1-
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pany. Took M. F. Degree June, 1923.
Ave., Chicago, Ill.
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Rehmann, T. W. Mr.¬Rehmann did not enter professional
forestry work when finishing college. He is at present located at Des Moines, Iowa, in the real estate and house
building business.

431 Flynn Bldg., Des Moines, Iowa.
1919

poshusta, D. C. At present he is employed with the LongBell Lumber Company at Shreveport, Louisiana.
1920

Deming, Milo H. On graduation Mr. Deming was appointed as Grazing Assistant of the U. S. Forest Service. At
present he is Grazing Assistant at thte district office Of the
Forest Service at Ogden, Utah.
Fletcher, R. A. Accepted a position with the U. S. Forest
service in northern Idaho and later resigned to tak,e a posilion with a forest products company in the same state. At
present is employed by the Hammond Lumber Company at
Samoa, California.
Hoyel-, V. B.

After finishing hlS COllege Course he Was en-

gaged in the retail lumber business at Ida Grove, iowa.
About a year ago he accepted a teaching and COaChing Posttion in the high school at Roseau, Minnesota.
Moorhead, John W. Entered lumber business after finishing college. At present employed with a lumber company
in California.
Morrell, F. W. (Granted the Professional Degree, Master
of Forestry.) At present District Forester in charge of the
Forests of Montana and northem Idaho, comprising about
22 million acres of National Forests. Missoula, Montana.

wall, L. A. After finishing the Forestry course was employed as Grazing Assistant in the west, later rleturned tO
the Iowa State College to complete work for the Master's
Degree. At present located in the District Forester's office

at ogden, utah, in the capacity of Grazing Assistant for
that district.
Loy, E. C. After graduation he entered teaching WOrk.
At present is a high school teacher at Omaha, Nebr. Address: 4516 N. 39th St., Omaha.
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CAMP GOODS
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1921

Avery, N. A. Entered U. S. Forest Service at the completion of his college cc"rse. At present employed in government work in the Colorado-Wyoming-South Dakota region.

Cormany, C. P. Employed as salesman of the Weyerhaueser Lum.ben Company of Chicago. Present position,
Assistant to District Manager of that company.

Fish, V. C. Fol~ one or two years after graduation was
lemployed by the State Forester of Illinois on investigative
work. He was later engaged in the lumber business at Pecatonica, Illinois. At present he is Graduate Assistant in the
Botany Department at Iowa State College.

Helm, H. I. Since graduation has been employed in the
U. S. Forest Service as grazing assistant. At present is located at district headquarters at Ogden, Utah.
Ling, Wen Ming. After completing an additional year of
graduate forestry work he accepted a position as Superintendent of the Industrial Mission at Pagoda Anchorage,
Foochow, China. At present he is Professor of Forestry at
Canton University, Canton, China.
Patrick, O. K. Was employed by the IJOng-Bell Lumbar
Company after graduation. At present in charge of creosoting work at one of the Long-Bell Lumber CompanyJs plants
in Louisiana. Address : DeRidder, La., in care of above company.

Munson, H. F. After graduation was employed as Super-intendent of a creosoting plant in the east. Later employed
in Washington State by the Weyerhaueser Lumber Company. At present is Assistant Professor of Forlestry at the
Agricultural College, State College, Texas.
1922

Eggers, Wm. C. Has been employed with the Long-Bell
Lumber Company at Shreveport, Louisiana, since graduation. At present is superintendent of one of the creosoting
plants of that company.

Fennell, Robert ~E. After graduation Bob accepted a Graduate Fellowship in the Botany Department at Iowa State
College. At present he is working at the Ohio Experiment
Station.
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Moravets, F. L. Accepted a position in government forestry work on completilon of college course. At present lo-

cated at the district headquarters at Portland, Oregon.
Morris, R. D. Since graduation has been employed as
Grazing Assistant in District 3 of the U. S. Forest Service,
wherle he is engaged at this time. Morris was married on
Jam. 1, 1925.

Pohle, E. W.

Santa Fe, N. M.

After graduation Pohle accepted a Fellow-

ship in the Forestry Department of the university of california. At present he is working for the Mendocino Lumber
Company in their head office at sam Francisco, California.
1923

Bogen, A. I. After completing his college course in Forestry, Bogen accepted a position with the Des Moines Sawmill Company at Des Moines, Iowa, where he is located at
the present time.

Dunn, Paul M. Dunn accepted a teaching Fellowship in
the Forestry Department at the Iowa State College immediately after graduation, in order to permit him to complete
work for a Ma,ster's Degree in this line.
Trenk, Fred B. Accepted a position as Graduate Assist-ant in the Botany Department of Iowa State College immediately after graduation. At present he is Assistant State
Forester of Maryland.

Watkins, E. W. Accepted a Research Fellowship in the
Forestry Department immediately after graduation in order
to complete work for a Master's Degree in Forestry. He
spent the summer of 1924 cruising timber for the Forest
Service in the "Jackson Hole Country" in Wyoming and as
far as is known at present he is still somewhere in the west.
Prout, C. W. Prout completed his college work in December, 1923, and accepted a position in connection with boys'
work in Chicago. H,e is at present working for a steel copporation in Virginia, Minn. Prout took the Junior Forester's exam this spring and hopes to get an appointment
in the Forest Service.

pa¥aoduegnh£,EdaYfor#isa.farTaSerieS fsng¥¥naftorP£eaSt¬3£J aLvoauifahblieS :ms
to what he is doing at the pr-esent time.
Martin, C. W. Immediately after graduation, Martin accepted a Teaching Fellowship in the Forestry Department
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in order to complete work for a Master's Degree in Forestry.
Last spring Martin became afflicted with a severe case of
love, from which he has never recolzered.
Miller, A. F. After graduation Miller`was appointed Junior Forester on the Shoshone National Forest at Cody, Wyoming. At present he is cruising timber on the Hurney Na-tional Forest near Custer, South Dakota.

Butter, Frank. After` graduation Rutter accepted a position with the Frank Porter Lumber Company, Chicago, Ill.
Ex-Students
There are a number of students who have never graduated in Forestry, but who are engaged in Forestry work,
but as there is no information available concerning these
men, no attempt will be made to list them with the graduates. We are as proud of these men as we are of ouIAlumni an'd wish them success in their chosen work.
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